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Inspired by the collective behavior observed in biological colonies, swarm robotics
is a new approach to design a distributed control algorithm in order to coordinate a
group of simple robots performing a complex group task. With only limited computation and communication ability of individual robots, one of the challenges in designing
such multi-robotic systems is to understand the effect of individual robots behavior on
the group performance. This thesis dedicates the research to designing a set of local interaction and adaptation rule for individual robots so that optimized collective foraging
performance can be achieved at group level.
The research starts with designing a computer simulation program to simulate collective foraging of multiple robots. A behavior based controller was used to design a
robot that performs basic foraging behavior.
Inspired by the widely observed division of labor phenomenon in biological systems, the desired group behavior in collective foraging is to have an optimal division
of labor between active foraging and resting among robots. Two variables, foraging
threshold and foraging stimulus, were used to calculate the foraging probability for
each robot. A set of local adaptation rules are designed to adapt these two variables in a

self-organized manner through the multiple interactions between robot and food source
in the environment, as well as interactions between foraging robots. The results of the
experiments show that the robot group with adaptation mechanisms not only achieve
optimal group foraging performance, but also show robustness and flexibility of robot
group to environment changes.
The study then extended to that a group of heterogeneous robots foraging in a more
complex environment with two types of food. Desired robot group behavior requires
an optimal task allocation of foraging robots on two types of food, and division of labor between foraging and resting. The interaction rules were upgraded for individual
robots. The results of the experiments show that both division of labor and task allocation emerged at a group level. The robot group also demonstrates the ability to
collectively perceive the changes in the environment and to guide the group toward
foraging performance optimization.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Introduction

The term "robot "was first used by Czech writer Karelapek in his play R.U.R.
(Rossum's Universal Robots), published in 1920. In the play, a factory makes artificial people called robots who can think for themselves. Since the play, robots have
become more advanced and sophisticated, and the word "robotics"was used to describe
this field of study. Robotic systems, an automatic manufacturing process which reducing manual labor attached with it, are used extensively in almost every field these
days.
Based on the various applications of robots today, robotic systems are classified
mainly into three types. A manipulation robotic system, mobile robotic system and
data acquisition robotic system. Manipulation robotic system is the most extensively
used system in manufacturing industries. A mobile robotic system is usually an automated process that robots move from one place to another. The motion of the robotic
system can be controlled autonomously and might have a pre-programmed destination from where the system might load or unload automatically. A Data acquisition
robotic system is used for acquiring, processing, and transmitting important data used
for generating various signals. Figure 1.1 shows the general classification of the robotic
system. Earlier mobile robotic system mainly focused on the development of a Single
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Figure 1.1

Classification of the Robotic System

Robot System (SRS). With the development of the computer technique and the application of a simpler behavior based control structure for the robot, Multi Robots Systems
(MRS) have received increased attention in recent years.
MRS provides some potential advantages over a Single Robot System (SRS). Certain tasks may be too complex to be accomplished by a single robot no matter how
capable the single robot is. For example, in some situation, task needs to be accomplished in a large space at the same time or the task needs simple cooperation by more
than one robot. SRS can not accomplish such task on its own, which makes the SRS
often only feasible to the smaller-scale, simpler applications. Sometimes although a
single robot can finish the required task if given enough time, it is better to use multiple
robots to complete the task in order to improve the performance of the system. In addition, designing and using simple robots in a MRS may be potentially easier, cheaper,
2

and more flexible and robust to the changes by taking advantage of inherent parallelism
and redundancy than using one single powerful robot.
However, having multiple robots in a system makes a design procedure more challenging. Clearly, MRS inherits all the challenges in designing a SRS so that each robot
can perform a desired task. More issues need to be addressed in order to coordinate
multiple robots to collectively complete a desired task. For exmple, what are the control architectures of the designed MRS (centralized or decentralized control)? Do the
robots in the system behave identically (homogeneous) or differently (heterogeneous)?
How can the robots resolve the resource conflict problem in a shared environment?
What type of communication method (explicitly or implicitly) is necessary for robots
to communicate in order to perform the desired tasks? Without all robots coordinated
working toward a same goal, a MRS can be even less effective than a carefully designed
SRS.
As a relatively new approach to design a larger scale MRS, swarm robotics provide a decentralized control structure to coordinate a large number of robots working
towards a desired group task. Swarm Robotics is a study inspired by the highly coordinated and adaptive collective group behavior observed in biological systems of social
insects. Figure 1.2 shows the relation between other MRS and swarm robotic system.
Swarm robotic system is often composed of a large number of simple robots which
only have limited sense and communication ability. The coordination among the robots
is achieved in a self-organized manner; the collective behavior of the group, which also

3
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is the desired group task, comes from the local interactions among robots, and between
the robots and the environment. Dorigo and Sahin [1] highlight the main features of a
swarm robotic system beyond other multi-robotic systems:
(i) It consists of a large number of robots;
(ii) Individual robots in the system are relatively incapable or inefficient to complete
the task on their own;
(iii) Robots in a swarm robotic system only have local and limited sensing and
communication abilities.
Despite the limited sensing, communication and computation abilities of individual
robots in a swarm robotic system, the most exciting property of such system is that
coordinated complex behaviors are shown at the group level. Inspired by its biological
counterpart, a swarm robotic system potentially offers following benefits:

• Flexibility - Robot group shows the ability to respond to dynamic challenges
in the environment. Because implicit communication is often used in a swarm

robotic system, individuals in the system normally respond to the environmental
changes resulting from external perturbations, just as if it is a modification of the
environment caused by the activity of the other robots.
• Robustness - Robot group shows robustness to the loss or malfunction of individual robots. By distributing a desired task across a group of simple robots,
the robot group can exhibit a high fault tolerance. Because of a large number of
individuals in the group, the loss or malfunction of an individual can be compensated by another one, as the behavior of each robot can be duplicated by its peers.
Besides, the simplicity of the individual robot suggests a smaller possibility of
failure when performing the task.
• Scalability - The robot group can function with a size from a few units to thousands of units. As each robot in a swarm robotic system has only local sensing
and communication ability, a robot only interacts locally with other robot or its
environment. As a result, each robot uses exactly the same control architecture.
• Emergence - A complex coordinate group behavior emerges from the local interactions between the robots and between the robots and the environment. Importantly, the group behavior is not explicitly coded within the rules that each
individual follows. Rather, it emerges as a result of the interactions of the individual behaviors in a self-organized manner.

5

In a swarm robotic system, the desired complex behavior which are designed to
show at the group level cannot be observed at the individual level. Small changes in
local behavior of individuals could lead to a total difference in group-level behavior.
Despite the exciting benefits a swarm robotic system provides over other multi-robotic
systems, one of the challenges in designing such a swarm robotic system is to understand how individual robot behavior affects the group behavior. This thesis was dedicated to the design of local interaction and adaptation rule for individual robots so that
an optimized collective foraging behavior can emerge at the group level.
Collective foraging is a classic group task in the study of multi-robotic system. Foraging behavior of a robot includes searching in an area for food and retrieving food
(energy) back to a designed place. In fact, the foraging task can be accomplished by
a single robot if given enough time, but a group of robots working together could potentially improve the foraging performance. It is especially hard for one robot foraging
in a large area, considering energy efficiency, so multiple robots can be considered in a
foraging task. Foraging robots bring energy back to the group only if they successfully
retrieve food back with positive net energy. More foraging robots do not necessarily
increase the net energy of the group considering energy cost by more robots moving
around. Considering the negative impact of interference between foraging robots due
to robots competing for space (overcrowding), net energy of the group from foraging
activity will not increase monotonically with the number of foraging robots. From the
collective foraging efficiency point of view, the number of active foraging robots in a

6

given environment need to be optimized in order to improve foraging performance. The
desired group behavior is to have an optimal number of active foraging robots.
Motivated by the group goal of having an optimal number of active foraging robots
and inspired by a widely observed division of labor in social insect colonies, the desired group behavior for the collective foraging is to have an optimal division between
active foraging robots and resting robots. In this study, we are particularly interested
in designing a set of local interaction and adaptation rules for individual robot so that
optimal division of labor can emerge at robot group level.
Individual robots can switches task between foraging and resting according to its
foraging probability. A robot with a high foraging probability forage more often. A
set of adaptation rules are designed for individual robots to adapt the foraging probability based solely on the results from multiple interactions between foraging robots
and between robot and environment. Division of labor between resting and foraging
at group level emerge in a self-organized way. As a result, foraging performance of
the design group is highly improved. Designed group also shows the flexibility to the
environment changes, the robustness to individual foraging robots failure as well as the
ability to function at different group sizes.
Three metrics have been designed to measure foraging performance of the design
group in this study: energy efficiency, time efficiency, and retrieval efficiency, all at the
group level. Foraging robots retrieve food energy back but also consume energy while
they forage in the field. Net energy is defined as the difference between food energy

7

income and energy cost by the group. Energy efficiency which measures the percentage
net energy can be retrieved home from available food energy source in environment
through collective foraging activity. Time efficiency measures how fast a robot group
to retrieve net energy. Retrieval efficiency measures the percentage of food energy in
an environment which can be retrieved by the robot group.
Although experiments using real robots provide realistic environments and results
for robotic study, it is more common to use computer simulations in the study of swarm
robotics. A swarm robotic system normally includes a large number of robots to exhibit the collective behavior; it may take a long time to build and debug each piece of
hardware required for the experiments. Simulation often is much easier, less expensive,
and runs much faster than real robots. As matter of fact, all research of swarm robotics
use computer simulation as a necessary validation tool at earlier design stage.
We develop a new multi-robots foraging simulation program in order to validate the
proposed design. The simulation program has class modules for robots, sensors, foods
and environments which can be set up according to simulation requirements. There
are up to 12 robots available in the simulation program to perform collective foraging
tasks. The simulation program has data acquisition functions which can record all the
data related to group foraging performance into a separated tile for later data analysis.
Figure 1.3 is a screen shot for a simulation of a group of robots collectively forage in
a bounded environment. In first set of experiments, several robot groups with different
populations collective forage in a given environment with a fixed food growth rate.
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Each robot follows the designed interaction and adaptation rules. Divisions of foraging
robots and resting robots in design groups are confirmed at steady state in each foraging
process first. Design group also shows highly improved energy and time efficiency.
A design group with 12 robots then collective forages in different environments with
various food growth rates. Even food source information is not available to individual
robot, through the multiple interactions between foraging robot and environment and
between foraging robots, design group shows flexibility by have different number of
foraging robots according to the foraging environment.
Design group also was tested in a dynamic foraging environment which changing
food growth rates. Design group shows flexibility by adapting to the changes. Design
group also shows robustness by recovering from dysfunction of some foraging robots.
Once the proposed design was validated in an environment with one type of food,
we extended the interaction rules for a group of robots forage in a food source with
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more than one type of food. Individual robot can only retrieve one type of food at a
time. Foraging robots behave differently according to the type of food it set to forage at the time. It became a heterogeneous group. The goal for the robot group is
to retrieve as much as possible net energy from both types of food as quickly as possible. In this collective foraging scenario, not only the number of active forager but
also the task allocation of foraging robots on each type of food directly related to the
performance of the group. Figure 1.4 shows screen shot of simulation for a group of
heterogeneous robots collectively forage in a environment with two types of food: red
and blue. In the experiments, a heterogeneous robot group first collective forge in the
Foraging Area
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environments with different ratio of food from each type. Through interactions between
robot and environment and between robots, group has both division of labor and task
allocation at group level according to the environment and achieves highly improved
group performance compare to the control group. Design group also shows flexibility
10

and robustness in a dynamic changing environment. Figure 1.5 shows the relations between homogeneous group and heterogeneous group in this study. Two hypothesizes
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Environment has
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Individual robot
follows
adaptation rule

Environment Changes

Environment has
two types food

Figure 1.5

Division of labor + Task
allocation in

/

Collective Foraging Task in This Study

are proposed to stimulate the study in this thesis:
Hypothesis 1 That is possible, in a group of homogeneous robots, to use information of local sensing and communication to develop local interaction rules at the individual robot level so that the group behavior of optimal division of labor can emerged
and foraging performance can be improved. (Chapter 4)
Hypothesis 2 That is possible, in a group of heterogeneous robots, to use information of local sensing and communication to develop interaction rules at the individual
robot level in order to achieve desired task allocation as well as division of labor at
group level. (Chapter 5)
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1.2 Main Contributions
We developed a new computer simulation program to simulate multi robots collective foraging. The simulation program simulates collective foraging activity with both
homogeneous and heterogeneous robot groups. Foraging response model is adapted
to generate division of labor at robot group level. A set of adaptation behavior rules
are designed for individual robot, based solely on local sensing and communication.
Through the interactions between individual robots and foraging environment combine
with interactions with other robots, robot switches the task between foraging and resting, complex group behavior of optimal division of labor achieved in a self-organized
manner. Group collective foraging performance greatly improved.
The local adaptation rules have been expended and generalized for robots who foraging in a environment with two types of food. Division of labor between foraging
robots and resting robots as well as task allocation among foraging robots according to
different type food emerged at the group level. The group foraging performance in term
of energy efficiency and time efficiency demonstrate a significantly improved. Flexibility, robustness, and scalability of the group are also demonstrated in the experiments.
Robot groups exhibit emergent group behavior of division of labor and task allocation (division of labor) in both cases. The group also exhibits the flexibility to the
environmental changes (in food density) and redundancy to respond to the perturbations of individual robot foraging malfunction.

12

1.3

Organization of Thesis

This thesis is organized as 5 chapters: Chapter 2 is dedicated to a thorough survey
of background and related work. It starts by giving a brief introduction of behavior
based control structure, communication approaches used in multi robotic system design. Then the origin of the swarm robotics: self-organization and swarm intelligence
are introduced. The chapter then gives the detailed reviews of typical group tasks in
swarm robotics domain, focuses on discussion of the previous work done in swarm
robotic system especial on collective foraging. Finally, some of the experimental tools
and simulation platforms widely used in multi-robot domain is introduced.
Chapter 3 describes the methodology used throughout the thesis to support the investigation of the hypothesis. It starts from the design of behavior based control for
robot model in simulation program. A detailed design of computer simulation program
for multi robot collective foraging is given. A description about the collective foraging task and the state machine is presented then. Then the mechanism of division of
labor used in design is explained. Finally we explained the performance metrics and
measurements used in this study.
The main work for this thesis starts from Chapter 4. In this chapter, a simple adaptation mechanism is proposed for a homogeneous group robots engaged in the collective
foraging task. The proposed adaptation rules are then introduced to regulate the behaviors for each robot, so that the robots can switch task between foraging and resting. A
set of experiments has been used to investigate the optimal division of labor emerged

13

at group level. Flexibility and robustness of the design group are also are demonstrated
in the experiments.
In Chapter 5, we extended the adaptation local rules for a group of heterogeneous
robots to forage in an environment with two type of food. Individual robot not only can
switch between foraging and resting but also can switch from one type of food to the
other type. A set of experiments are designed to demonstrate the optimal task allocation
emerged at the group level according to the ratio of the food in the foraging area. The
adaptability and flexibility of the group are also been tested.
Chapter 6 contains general conclusions, contributions from the study, and directions
for future research.

14

CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND AND RELATED STUDIES

This chapter provides an overview on the background and topics related to the
study of swarm robotics. It starts by giving a brief introduction of the behavior-based
robotics in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 introduces the communication strategies were often used in multi-robotic system. Section 2.3 introduces concept of emergence and
self-organization. Section 2.4 briefly introduces the origin and application of swarm
intelligence. Section 2.5 introduces concept of collective robotics. Section 2.6 presents
detailed reviews of typical group tasks in swarm robotics domain. Section 2.7 describes
main experimental platforms and simulation tools used in swarm robotics research.

2.1

Behavior-based Control

Regardless of the intended applications, each robot in a multi-robot system requires
a preprogrammed control process by which it can processes input from sensors and
responds with appropriate actuations. The traditional Artificial Intelligence (AI) based
approach decomposes each required task into a series of functional units. Figure 2.1
shows an AI based controller of a robot which is designed to perform a searching task.
The perception and modeling unit generate an abstract representations of the outside
world around it in order to plan the future actions. If the perception from sensor
changes, all functional units follows it needed to be change too. Because of it's series structure, any disfunction in one unit will cause whole system disfunction. This

approach is attempted to rely on building an abstract world model and then use logical inference to create new knowledge about the world. The problem for the AI based
controller is that the system neither flexible to changes nor robust to function errors. It
focus on intensive central data processing, large memory size and high level reasoning
but not flexible to changes. On the other hand, Brooks [67] presented a behavior based
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—
•
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Figure 2.1

Traditional AI Based Robot Control Structure

structure to design a robot which is simpler but also flexible and robust to changes. It
differed fundamentally from AI control structure by decomposing the control system
based on task achieving behavior layers. Figure 2.2 is a behavior based controller for a
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robot perform same searching task. Lower layer in a behavior based control structure
accomplishes more fundamental action. More complex behavior will build on the top
of basic behavior. In a search behavior, the basic layer in control structure is avoiding
objects. It is also the basic behavior for any other behavior to be success. When this
is achieved, the next layer is built on top of it, and the process is repeated. Because all
behavior layers are parallel, any error happens in the structure only affects the layers
on top of it. Most behavior-based systems are also reactive. They do not necessarily
maintain a detailed model of outside world which requires massive internal memories.
All the information are obtained from the input of the robot's sensors, robot simply acts
in response to the stimulus it encounters, therefore the robot is able to react quickly to
environmental changes and also robust to the errors. The behavior-based approaches
have been widely used as the design strategies for the robots used in swarm robotic
systems.
Behavior based control structure was used to design for the individual robot perform
foraging task in this study. See section 3.2 for the details.

2.2

Communication Strategies

Cao [3], Arai and Pagello [5], and Dudek [6] all focus on the importance of the
communication in design of a multi robotic system. Every multi robotic system requires
a type of communication in order to achieve a useful coordination among robots. Here
we divide the common approaches of communication into these two parts: explicit and
implicit communication.
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Explicit communication consists of sending and receiving of the messages that are
intended to convey information. Messages can be sent from one individual to another
or from one individual to many recipients, often called "broadcasting". Explicit communications become increasingly complex and impractical when number of robots in a
system large.
Implicit communication, also known as stigmergy in biology, occurs through the
environment. Messages are "sent"by altering some aspect of the environment which
is then sensed by other robots. The environmental alteration can be intentional, as in
the case of trail-laying of Russell [7] in ant foraging or unintentional, as in clustering or sorting tasks of Deneubourg [8], Melhuish [9]. Implicit communication occurs
as a side effect of other actions, or "through the world", whereas explicit communication is a specific action designed solely to convey information to other individuals.
Information gained through implicit communication often tends to be limited. As the
environment is available to all individuals in the system, information acquisition and
processing is often much faster, but the messages cannot be designated for particular
individuals. Implicit communication also scales well for potential future applications
requiring hundreds or thousands of robots [10].
In swarm robotics, implicit communication often happens through the multiple interactions between robot and environment and between foraging robots.
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2.3 Emergence Property and Self-organization
Self-organization was originally defined in the context of physics and chemistry
to describe the emergence of macroscopic patterns out of processes and interactions
defined at microscopic level. Pferfer [11] refer it as "a process by which patterns are
formed in the systems contain a large number of elements". Bonabeau [14] extended
the concept of self-organization to describe the interactions in social insects and defined
as follow: "Self-organization is a set of dynamic mechanisms whereby structure appear
at the global level of a system from interactions among its lower components. The
interactions among the system's constituent units are executed on the basic of pure local
information without reference to the global pattern, which is an emergent property of
the system."
Pferfer [11] pointed out three properties of the system with emergence as follows:

• A surprising property of a system that is not fully understand.
• A property of a system not contained in any one of its parts. It requires many
components whose behavior is based on local rules.
• A global behavior that arises from multiple agent-environment interactions.

The interactions in the system that display emergent phenomena are non-linear
which implies that the "global behavior can not be obtained by summing the behavior of it isolated components "([12])
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Biological scientists adopt and extend the concept to describe a wide range of collective phenomena and group behavior often observed in animals or social insects such
as: geese flying in a V-shaped formation, fish traveling in schools, and aggregation behavior of bees, wasps, ants, and termites. Typically, in such systems, large populations
of simple individuals interact locally with each other and with the environment. Despite
the relative simplicity of the individual behaviors and decentralized control structure,
complex collective behaviors and patterns which emerge from the local interactions
can shown at group level. The terms "complexity"and "patterns"were used here to describe the global characteristics in such self-organized system. The relative simplicity
of an individual in such system is insufficient to explain the organization, flexibility,
and robustness exhibited at group level.
Recent research shows that Self-organization is a major component of a wide range
of collective behavior in social insects ( [13]). It usually relies on four basic ingredients ( [14]): (1) positive feedback, (2) negative feedback, (3) balance of exploitation
and exploration, and (4) multiple interactions. In these systems, positive and negative
feedback of interactions among the individuals plays essential role for such phenomena. The positive feedback typically promotes the creation of structures and amplifies
the fluctuations of the system. Conversely, negative feedback serves as a regulatory
mechanism to counterbalance positive feedback and helps to stabilize the collective
pattern.
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In this study, a self organized multi-robotic system is design to achieve a highly
improved collective foraging task. With each robot follows the designed interaction
and adaptation rule, a coordinated group behavior of division of labor is emerged at
robot group level.

2.4

Swarm Intelligence

The expression of "swarm intelligence"was first introduced by Beni and Wang [15]
to describe the work on their cellular robotic systems. Cellular robotic systems in
their work drew direct inspiration from biological organisms to generate an architecture based on decentralized hierarchies of robotic cells. Hackwood and Beni [16] gave
first definition of the term swarm intelligence :"a property of systems of non-intelligent
robots exhibiting collectively intelligent behavior". Deneubourg, Theraulaz, and Beckers [17] who study swarm intelligence from an ethological perspective, define a swarm
as "a set of (mobile) agent which are liable to communicate directly or indirectly (by
acting on their local environment) with each other, and which collectively carry out a
distributed problem solving". Then Bonabeau [14] extended the definition of swarm intelligence to include artificial design algorithms or distributed problem-solving devices
inspired by the collective behavior of social insect colonies and other animal societies.
Here swarm intelligence is not a property of a system but instead a design approach for
a distributed system.
The study of swarm intelligence takes motivation directly from the self-organized
group behaviors observed in social insects [18]. Social insects often demonstrate three
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desired characteristics in their group behavior: robustness, flexibility and scalability.
Social insects are highly robust; their self-organized systems can still work even after
losing some of system components or changing the environment parameters considerably. System shows the capability to adapt to unknown or dynamic changing environment. The biological systems have this level of flexibility and can easily switch
their behaviors when problems change. For instance, ants are so flexible that they
can solve foraging prey retrieval and chain formation problems with the same base
self-organized mechanism. Natural swarm system also has scalability to expand a selforganized mechanism to support larger or smaller numbers of individuals without impacting performance considerably.
Examples of collective behavior and pattern in social insects include herds of sheep,
schools of fish, and cluster behavior of ants, as shown in Figure 2.3. In these examples,
it has been shown that solutions exist that don't require direct communication but instead relying on stigmergy and self organization. Swarm intelligence also can be considered as an engineering application of study of Self-Organization (SO) in ethnology.
A more recently definition of swarm intelligence by Dorigo and Birattari [19] proposed
as follow: "Swarm intelligence is the discipline that deals with natural and artificial
systems composed of many individuals that coordinate using decentralized control and
self-organization. In particular, the discipline focuses on the collective behaviors that
result from the local interactions of the individuals with each other and with their environment".
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Figure 2.3

Examples of Collective Behavior. From http://www.wikipedia.org

They also pointed out that a system with swarm intelligence should have the following properties:

• A large number of individuals in the group.
• The multiple interactions among the individuals are based on simple behavioral
rules. Only local information the individuals exchange directly or via the environment (stigmergy).
• The collective behavior or pattern of the group results from the multiple interactions of individuals with each other and with their environment.

There are a number of swarm intelligence based algorithms have been developed in the
last decade inspired from nature swarm intelligence systems:

1. Ant colony ptimization is inspired from the foraging behavior of ants in finding
the shortest paths from a food source to their home ( [20, 21, 23]). It was first
applied to the travelling salesman problem (TSP), and has been recently applied
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to many combinatorial optimization problems to find approximate solutions to
difficult optimization problems.
2. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is another example of successful swarm
intelligence based design( [92]). It is inspired by the group behaviors in flocks
of birds and schools of fish, as shown in Figure 2.4. In PSO, the individual
is typically modeled by particles in a n-dimensional space that have a position
and a velocity. These individuals fly through the search space and update their
position and velocity based on their own experience and the experience of their
neighbors. PSO is a global optimization algorithm for dealing with continuous
optimization problems and has been applied to a variety of applications, such as
the training of artificial neural networks and for finite element updating.

2.5

Collective Robotics

Collective robotics focuses on the study of a multi-robot system which is designed
to cooperatively achieve a task that is beyond the scope of a single robot. Swarm
intelligence based approach often used in the design of such robotic system in order
to accomplish a desired group behavior. In a collective robotic system, multi-robots
cooperation has become increasingly important for a number of reasons. Among these
reasons, Cao [3] points the following:
(a) Tasks are often inherently too complex for a single robot to accomplish.
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(b) Several simple robots can be a cheaper and easier solution than one powerful
robot.
(c) Multi-robot systems are generally more flexible and fault-tolerant than single
robots acting alone.
Parker [4] identifies eight primary research topics in the field of collective robotics:
(1) Biological inspiration (2) Communication architectures (3) Localization, mapping
and exploration (4) Cooperative object transport (5) Motion coordination (6) Reconfiguration robots (7) Learning
The field of collective robotics naturally divides two different directions. The first
primarily concern with morphology and considers robotic modules physically attached
together which self organize to generate global movement. It is done by changing the
configuration of the attachment of the robots referred to as self-reconfigurable robots.
The second direction studies the multiple interactions of autonomous robots cooperating in the execution of a task. Such works relies on swarm intelligence based
design. It also called swarm robotics. Collective foraging, collective transportation and
distributed movement in formation are several examples.
Our study present here belongs to the second direction of collective robotics. A
group of simple robots collectively forage in a foraging environment, through multiple
interactions between robot and environment and between foraging robots, a desired
collective behavior "division of labor"emerge at robot group level to help group achieve
highly improved group foraging performance.
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2.6 Swarm Robotics
Swarm robotics is an application of swarm intelligence based algorithm in designing the control system for a multirobotic system. It is an approach which inspired
by the collective behavior in social insects and the study of self-organization system.
Sahin [24] proposed a definition for swarm robotics:
"Swarm robotics is the study of how a large number of relatively simple physically
embodied agents can be designed such that a desired collective behavior emerges from
the local interactions among the agents and between the agents and the environment."
Compare to general multi-robotic systems, swarm robotic system usually includes
a large number of simple robots with distributed control structure. Simple robots in
a swarm robotic system have only limited sensing, communication and computation
abilities. The required group behavior can not accomplished by single robot due to
the relative incapability or inefficiency of the robots. At group level, system shows
flexibility, robustness and scalability while performing the desired task.
Since robots are simple and global information about required task is not available
to individual robots, desired group behavior only rely on the local behavior of robot.
The biggest challenge in designing such system is to determine the local behavior rules
for individual robot so that desired collective behavior can be achieved through the
multiple interactions between the robots and between the robots and the environment.
Studies of collective behavior in biological systems show some hint for the design of
swarm robotics. For example, the flocking behaviors in a group of birds or fish, the

aggregation patterns in insect societies [50] suggest that the complex group behavior
could emerge from the interaction from the simple individuals in a self-organized manner.
During last 20 years, a large number of research works have been done in the domain of swarm robotics. Bayindir [26] presented a review of studies for swarm robotics
from different research axes. They classified existing studies according to the axes of
modeling, behavior design, communication, analytical studies and problems. In this
section, the studies in swarm robotics are categorized according to the group task that
the systems aim to undertake, including collective foraging, aggregation and flocking,
collective clustering, collective searching, cooperative transport.
Collective Foraging
Among the tasks which performed by a multi-robotic system, collective foraging is
probably most well-studied scenario due to its strong biological basis.The main biological inspiration comes from the observation of foraging activity in ant or bee colonies.
Although most of researches in swarm robotics have only been done in research labs,
potentially, there are many actual real-world applications for foraging robots, for instance cleaning, harvesting, search and rescue, land-mine clearance or planetary exploration [49].
The robots engaged in a foraging activity need to search for the food in a foraging
environment, once food found, robots collect food back to a specific location, generally
named home or nest. In most cases, the food can be handled by a single robot, therefore
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one robot may be able to accomplish the foraging task if given enough time, but a group
of robots working together may be able to achieve much higher foraging efficiency
especial when robots foraging in a large foraging space.
However, due to the limitation of foraging space and competition between foraging
robots, efficiency of group foraging will reduce instead of increase if the size of the
group keeps increasing. For example, in an area full of robots, clearly no robots can
be successful as they are trying to avoid each other all the time. In this case, all the
energy was use for avoiding other foraging robots and the time to finish the task could
be infinite, i.e. efficiency of the group is very low. Besides the spatial interference,
competition for the food resource has a negative impact on the efficiency of the group
as well. In particular, a limited availability of food resource results in wasted energy of
the group, as the activity engaged in the foraging task will continue consume energy.
Taking time and energy efficiency into account, there is an optimal number of foraging robots in order to achieve optimal group foraging efficiency. The main challenges
in collective foraging task are (1) Availability of food in foraging environment is unknown. (2) Environment is changing. Especially for robots with only limited sensing,
computation and communication abilities.
Early work in robot foraging focused on the design the behaviors of robot to fulfill
the foraging task.
Matari'c implemented foraging experiment using a group of real robot ([28, 30]).
Behavior based control structure was used for each robot. Foraging behavior is achieved
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by combining a set of basic interactions, including avoiding, dispersing, searching,
homing and resting, which are called behavior primitives.
In Mataric's [30] robot foraging experiments, they prove that interference among
robots in a bounded environment plays a negative role on the performance of the group.
To improve efficiency, several different mechanisms have been used to reduce the negative effect of the interference. Lerman [40] developed a macroscopic probabilistic
model to quantitatively analyze the effect of swarm size and interference among robots
on the overall performance based on Mataric's experiments. They found the group performance improves as the system size grows at first, but declines for larger group sizes
due to the effects of interference.
Fontan and Mataric [38] applied a spatial division approach to minimize the interference for robots near the home region, where competition for space occurs much
more frequently. In their experiment each robot is allocated a specific working area
and delivery region so that they are less likely to collide with each other in a relatively
crowded area.
Similarly, Ostergaard [39] introduced a bucket brigading strategy to overcome the
negative impact due to the high density of robots in the environment. The robots hand
off a resource from one robot to the next, but no explicit information is given about
where the robots should position themselves in the brigade. Instead, robots drop food
whenever they encounter with a robot without food.
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Matari'c also explored the reinforcement learning [31] approach in designing the
foraging behavior in a group of physical robots [32], Heterogeneous reinforcement
function and progress estimators are applied to overcome the poor performance of traditional reinforcement learning methods in physical robots.
Balch [33] built a group of robots for a trash-collecting task. Robots used miniature
color cameras for discriminating between various object classes: trash, wastebaskets
and robots. Cooperation among robots is implemented implicitly using only inter-robot
repulsion, which is the combination effect from the behavior "look for trash"and "avoid
static obstacles ". Robots accomplish the task without using any explicit communication.
Dario Floreano and coworkers [34] use behavior-based robotic design to implement
the controllers for their robots, named evolutionary robotics. There are two projects related to foraging: (a)Evolution of Division of Labour in Social Insects and (b) Evolution
of Cooperation in Artificial Ants. In their studies, two types of items need to be collected: the small items which can be handled by a single robot, and the medium items
which need two robots to push cooperatively. They investigated the role of relatedness,
levels of selection and group size on evolution of cooperation and labor division in ant
colonies [36, 37].
Sugawara [41] proposed a virtual pheromone system in their robot foraging task.
In their experiments, chemical signals are simulated with the graphics projected on
the floor, and the robots decide their action depending on the color information of the
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graphics. A robot leaves a pheromone when it moves home carrying food, so the robots
without food can detect the pheromone and follow the trail to get food, which is similar
to the foraging behavior observed in ant colony.
In order to regulate number of foraging robots in foraging environment that group
can achieve optimal foraging performance, there has been increased work in investigating the mechanism of division of labor in the robot group. Two kind of labor are
considered here: actively foraging and resting at home. A threshold based approach
inspired from biological systems, as first described by Theraulaz et al. [42] in investigating the division of labor in social insects, is mostly used to design the task allocation
mechanism.
Krieger [43, 44] implemented a group with 12 real robots engaged in a foraging
task. Each robot in their experiments is characterized with a different randomly chosen
activation-threshold in order to regulate the activity of the team. For the robots in the
nest, once the energy level of the nest drops below its activation threshold, the robot
is triggered to go and collect food-items. With this simple mechanism, their robots
demonstrate self-organized task allocation efficiently in decentralized way.
In stead of purely threshold-based approaches, Jones and Mataric [47] designed an
adaptive method for task allocation between collection of red or green pucks. In their
experiment, robots do not communicate but observe each other and maintain a limited
memory of observation in order to decide which task needs to be performed.
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Labella [45, 46] introduced a simple adaptive mechanism to change the probability
of individual robot in the group. Probability of leaving home for one robot is adjusted
dynamically based on successful retrieval of food. They reward successful food retrieval and punish failure in order to vary the probability of robot leaving home. With
difference of foraging probabilities among robots, division of labor emerged at group
level. They showed that the efficiency of the group can be improved with this simple adaptation rule. They also Concluded that complex group behavior can be formed
without explicit communication.
Guerrero and Oliver [48] present an auction-like task allocation model, partially inspired by auction and threshold-based methods, to try to determine the optimal number
of robots needed for foraging, however, the demands of communication between robots
during the auction process constrains the scalability of their method.
Although there are a few work targeting effective collective foraging, for instance,
Krieger [43], Jones and Mataric [47] and Labella [46] as discussed above, they are
more interested in how division of labor can be achieved using different strategies,
mostly based on a threshold-hold approach, while pay little attention on the effect of
interactions between foraging robots on the performance of the group. On one side, the
interference or competition arisen from interference between robots may play negative
roles on the performance of the group, on the other side, the interactions between the
robots could also provide the group information about the environment or the foraging
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process itself, for example, the foraging states of other foraging robots can help to
estimate the foods available in the foraging area.
To address these problems, the studies of this thesis will be mostly based on their
work by taking a threshold-based approach to achieve an optimal division of labor
in performing collective foraging, while more effort will be focused on dealing with
design of the interaction rules between foraging robots in order to regulate the behavior
of the robots in the group, and also will extend the interaction and adaptation rules to a
heterogeneous robot group collective forage in an environment with two types of food.
Aggregation and Flocking
Aggregation and flocking behavior in group animals or insects was often observed
in the natural world. Aggregation helps animals or insects to avoid predators, resist
hostile environmental conditions and find mates [50]. Figure 2.4 shows aggregation
of a swarm of insects. The aggregation behavior is often facilitated by environmental
clues, for example, light or sounds. Aggregation is also at the basis of the emergence
of various forms of more complex group behavior, for example, flocking. Flocking is
the aggregate motions of a flock of animals, for example, flock of birds, a herd of land
animals, or a school of fish. Figure 2.5 shows a group of birds conducting flocking
behavior in flight.
In the swarm robotics domain, the aggregation task normally refers to gathering a
group of randomly scattered robots in the environment to form a robot cluster. One of
the early robotics applications of aggregation behavior is by Kube and Zhang [51]. In
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Figure 2.4

Insects Aggregation. From http://www.wikipedia.org
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Figure 2.5

Birds Flocking. From http://www.wikipedia.org

their experiment, the robots are attracted to a lighted box first. Once the robot reaches
the box, they block the light from the view of other robots, resulting in no more robots
being attracted to the box when there are enough robots blocking the light completely.
The required group size has to be equal to the number of robots needed to block the
light.
Melhuish [52] implemented an aggregation behavior with a group of robots in a different way. In their experiment, robots are required to form clusters of predefined size
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around infrared beacons. Each robot in the group is able to produce sound simultaneously which may generate synchronized choruses. A robot can estimate the size of the
aggregation by the energy it sense. The size of the cluster of robots can be controlled
when an individual robot is designed to approach a group which is below some required
size, and leave a group which is above that size.
Trianni( [53, 54]) used genetic algorithms to evolve neural network controllers for a
group of robots in an aggregation task. The genotype specifies the connection weights
of a simple perception, and the fitness function of the evolution is defined as the average
distance of the robot group from its centre of mass for each epoch. They observed
that two types of aggregation strategies emerge from the evolution, including a static
cluster where robots create a very compact and stable aggregation without changing
their relative position, and a dynamic cluster where robots form a looser cluster but
move as a group. The dynamic cluster behavior is believed to be more scalable than the
static. Similarly, Bahgec'i and Sahin [55] tried to achieve the aggregation behavior by
evolving a neural network.
Soysal and Sahin [56] presented a probabilistic aggregation strategy for a swarm
of s-bots. The aggregation behavior is achieved by combining four basic behaviors:
obstacle avoidance, approach, repel, and wait. Robots use sound sensors to approach or
repel from the cluster. The transitions from state repel to approach, and from state wait
to repel are triggered by two different probabilities. They designed four different control strategies by varying these two probabilities. Experiment results showed that three
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different group behaviors emerge from the interactions among the swarm: segregation
like behavior, static clustering, and dynamic clustering.
Gamier [57] tried to reproduce the aggregation behavior observed in cockroaches
using Alice micro-robots. The aggregation process for the robots is directly inspired
by a biological model of displacement and aggregation developed from experiments
with first instar larvae of the German cockroach Blattella Germania (Jeanson [58]). A
group of 10 or 20 robots are put in a circular area for a certain period of time. Although
each robot has only limited perception and communication abilities, with a small set
of simple behavioral rules, the results showed that the group of robots is able to select
collectively an aggregation site among two identical or different shelters.
Flocking is a classic task in swarm robotics refers to a group of robots move together
with coherence and flexibility. Reynolds [59] first study the flocking behavior with his
simulation program, Boids. His approach assumes a flock is simply the result of the
interaction between the behaviors of individual birds. The model is based on simulating
the behavior of each bird independently. Working independently, each agent try both
to stick together and avoid collisions with one another and with other objects in their
environment. There designed rules which individual has to follow, as shown in Figure
2.6.

• Separation to avoid collisions with nearby neighbors
• Alignment to steer towards the average heading of neighbors
• Cohesion to steer towards the average position of neighbors
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With these three simple rules, the flock moves in an extremely realistic way with complex group motion like we observe in nature. Following Reynolds' work, several other
computer models have been proposed, leading to the creation of a new area in computer
graphics ( [60]). At the same time, theoretical analyses of the stability of flocking behaviors have also been presented by several researchers in the area of statistical physics
and complexity theory( [61, 62, 63, 64, 65]).
Kelly and Keating [66] demonstrated flocking behavior using a group of 5 mobile
robots. Each robot using a behavior based design ( [67]) with four rules: (1) avoid
objects (2) if no other robots are visible become a leader and wander, (3) if in a flock
try to maintain position, (4) if a flock can be seen in the distance, speed up and head
towards it. Group is robust to the individual failure because the selection of leader is
dynamic.
Hanada [69] presented adaptive flocking for a group of robots to navigate automatically in an environment with obstacles. Robots only have limited sensing ability, no
memory, no leader and no communication with each other. In spite of these limitations,
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given any arbitrary initial positions, a large-scale swarm of robots is designed to navigate toward a goal position while locally interacting with other robots in close proximity. According to environmental conditions, each robot interacts with two neighboring
robots within its sensing range by maintaining a uniform distance so that the group
can be split into multiple groups or re-united into one. They showed in an experiment
that the adaptive flocking algorithm enables the robots to navigate toward achieving a
mission while adapting to an unknown environment using only local interactions.
Vaughan [68] demonstrated a robot system that achieves a sheepdog-like task, gathering and fetching a flock of duck to a pre-defined goal position. The rule for robot is
(1) attracted to each duck-let with a magnitude proportional to their mutual distance.
This force causes the robot to move towards the dock. A second force (2) repels the
robot from each duck with a magnitude proportional to the inverse square of their mutual distance. This prevents collisions. A further force (3) repels the robot from the
goal position with a constant magnitude. This is the first automatic system to exploit
an animal's behavior to achieve a useful task.
In the above designs, robots need to be able to sense the position information of
their neighbors in order to achieve the flocking behavior. Alternatively, Nembrini [70]
implemented an emergent flocking behavior using only local communications, without
requiring the position information at all. Each robot is equipped with a range-limited
communication, which can be used to calculate the number of peers within range and
exchange very limited information between nearby neighbors when required and con-
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trolled by three simple rules: (1) avoiding if too close, (2) turning back to recover the
connection, (3) making a random turn, to maintain the aggregation. The behaviors for
"turning back"and "random turn"are determined by the number of neighbors within
communication range. In their experiments, a spot light source is used to attract the
swarm to flock around. But the robots do not need to know the direction and position of light source at all. Instead, the robots are categorized to be illuminated and
non-illuminated ones, depending on whether the robot can detect the light source or not
using Omni directional light beacon sensor. The emergent flocking behavior is achieved
with an extra rule that 'turning back' has highest priority whenever the robot lost illuminated neighbors. With the same algorithm, Bjerknes [71]developed an emergent swarm
taxi behavior by introducing differential avoiding distance between the illuminated and
non-illuminated robots.
Collective Searching
Deploying a group of simple robots for searching can significant overcome the lack
of sensing abilities of a single robot, especially in a large space environment. The early
work in this research area has considered only a small group of robots and focused
on complex inter-robot communication and motion planning, for example, Parker [79],
Jennings [80]. However, there are increased works aiming to coordinate a large group
of robots through simple individual behavior rules.
Reif and Wang [81] introduced an approach, which uses the social potential field, to
control a very large robotic system. They defined a simple artificial inverse-power force
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law between pairs of robots or robot groups to coordinate the motions among robots.
The robots use only distance information to their immediate neighbors to generate control rules: whether attracting to or repelling from other robots depends on the distance
between each other. In their study, they have demonstrated several group behaviors
in simulation for the robots using different force laws with social potential fields, for
example, static and dynamic clustering, guarding and escorting.
Dudenhoeffer and Jones [82] extended the social potential field model by introducing a neutral zone within which other behaviors may exhibit themselves. The neutral
zone permits the wandering behavior to activate and promotes expansion of the collective in a specific direction. Their simulation results showed that the group can achieve
a robust coordinated behavior in the presence of agent death (failure) and sensor imperfections in a simulated environment.
Furthermore, Dudenhoeffer and coworkers ( [83, 84, 85]) have implemented the
social potential fields model with a group of real robots for a spill finding task, in
which the robots need to search through corridors and rooms to locate a spill, and
then cooperatively form a perimeter around a chemical spill. In their study, onboard
adaptation techniques are also introduced to increase the diversity of the group, which
helps combat the problems of redundancy during searches.
Hayes [86] introduced a collaborative exploration strategy for a group of robots
searching for an infrared beacon placed in a corner of the exploration area. The robots
use simple binary signaling to attract surrounding robots. Their results showed that such
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a simple collaborative mechanism could drastically improve the team performance by
reducing the arrival time of the group as well as the group power consumption. They
later introduced the same communication mechanism for a distributed odor localization
task ( [87, 88]) and observed a significant improvement over the strategies without
collaboration.
Correll and Martinoli [103] evaluated a jet turbine inspection using the real miniature robots Alice II ( [90]). Each robot searches for blades randomly, and circles the
blade found from the contact point and leaves from the blade's tip. There is one parameter to control the duration that the robot will follow the blade contour. They investigated the overall collective behavior of the swarm using probabilistic macroscopic
models. The results show that the time for completing the inspection decreases sublinearly with the number of robots, and that the inspection redundancy increases with
the swarm size if robots prematurely leave the blade they are inspecting.
Pugh and Martinoli [91] presented a multi-robot search algorithm inspired by Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). In order to use the basic PSO ([92]Equations to determine the desired velocities, robots are required to communicate among themselves
and have perfect knowledge about their location in the environment. They made some
modifications to the basic PSO algorithm due to the limitations and characteristics of
the robot system, for instance, movement limitations and physical size of robots. The
simulation results showed that the performance can be improved by increasing either
the number of robots or the communication range. Another modified PSO-inspired
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searching algorithm without global positioning has also been investigated in their study.
The simulation results suggested that using no global positioning but storing the best
locations may increase performance as less clustering will occur in poor regions of the
search space.
Collective Clustering
Collective clustering is also considered as one of the classic group task for swarm
robotics [14]. In a nest of ants, the larvae, cocoons and eggs are arranged as separate
clusters in entirely different parts of the nest. Deneubourg [72] proposed a simple model
to explain these phenomena. The general idea is that ants pick up and drop objects at
some other location where more objects of that type are presented. The probability for
picking up or dropping down an object is modulated as a function of an ant's recent
observation, that is, how many of the same objects it has met in the recent past. Their
model captures many features of the ant sorting behavior.
The first implementation of collective clustering using a group of robots is presented
by Beckers [73]. The task for their robots is to gather 81 randomly distributed objects
and cluster them into one pile. Each robot has three simple behavior rules: (1) wandering, (2) obstacle-avoidance, and (3) puck-dropping. The puck-dropping behavior is
triggered by the micro switch whenever the robot bumps into a cluster of three or more
pucks. There is no explicit communication (IR or radio link) between the robots. The
robots only react to the local configuration of the environment. Although the pucks
are clustered into several piles at an early stage, surprisingly, their experiments showed
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that it can always form a single large cluster after a long duration. They also studied
the performance of the group of robots as a function of group size and found that the
optimal number of robots is three, with respect to the experimental configuration in the
lab.
Martinoli [74] have carried out more experiments using the same algorithm. They
used a group of Khepera robots with sophisticated grippers, able to grasp and lift the
pucks. Experiments were performed with one to five robots, and 20 pucks initially
randomly scattered in an 80X80 cm2 arena. They found that the pucks clustered into
several piles, instead of a big cluster as observed in Beckers [73], and the size does not
vary much after 80 minutes.
Melhuish and coworkers continued to extend the collective sorting from two types
of objects to multiple types of objects. An extra sensor has been added to the robots
to distinguish different types of object. In Melhuish [75], simulations test the refined
sorting mechanism. They defined four behavior rules for the simulated robots. Robots
drop the puck only when it is the same type as the pucks in front of them. They tested
the sorting mechanism using 1 to 20 different colors of objects in simulation, and found
that a high level of clustering can be achieved using small number of types of colored
objects, for example, 1 to 7, but has less success when the number of colors was increased beyond 10.
Wilson [76] made a further extension based on Melhuish's algorithm. They presented three different annular sort mechanisms: (1) object clustering using objects of
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different size, (2) extended differential pullback, (3) combined leaky integrator, and
tested these sort mechanisms both in simulation and real robot experiments. They
found that using the differential pullback mechanism with a large number of object
type results in a lack of compactness, but a combined leaky integrator mechanism using appropriate parameters, where pullback distances are adaptive, can improve the
compactness.
Wang and Zhang [77] proposed a control algorithm for collective sorting which
is similar to Melhuish [75], but depends on more sensing. The difference lies in the
strategy for picking up the encountered object. In their study, each robot has a wider
sensing ability and can detect more than one object at the same time. The robot will
pick up the object unless it is different from other detected objects. With the simulation
results, they claimed that the sorting mechanism achieved a significant improvement in
performance with respect to the convergence of the sorting process.
Verret [78] implemented the same algorithm with a set of RoboCup soccer robots
and demonstrated the collective sorting successfully. They also studied the effect of
the sensing range on the performance of the sorting algorithm, and found there was a
pronounced improvement when the sensing range increased from 50cm to 100cm and
shared a small further improvement when the range kept increasing.
Cooperative Transport/Handling
Transporting or manipulating a large heavy object may require the cooperation of
two robots. A box pushing task has been widely used to study approaches for achieving
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cooperation among distributed controlled robots. Most researches focused on a fixed
group of tightly coupled robots in objects transportation tasks, where robots coordinated
to accomplish the task with explicit communication or without explicit communication
but formed into a predefined formation.
Stilwell and Bay [93] developed a material transportation system using a group of
ant-like robots. A Leader-follower mechanism is used to coordinate the motion of the
group. Robots used the local force information from a top-mounted force sensor to
derive the control parameters.
Parker [94] introduced the ALLIANCE architecture for their box pushing experiments. They demonstrated that the task can be accomplished even though one of two
robots has failed.
Yamada and Saito [95] proposed an adaptive action selection approach without explicit communication for multi-robot box pushing. A formation behavior is executed
first to form a line to touch with the box before pushing. They claimed their approach
has the ability to adapt to a dynamic environment in terms of existence of other robots
and task difficulty.
Other researchers contributed the research on collective transportation inspired from
biological paradigm, particularly from ant colonies. Kube and Bonabeau [96] described
a box-pushing experiment using a group of homogeneous robots. In their study, five
robots collectively push a large box towards an arbitrary goal position indicated with
a light source. Robots change position and alignment until the box can be moved (so
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called stagnation recovery), which is similar to the phenomena observed in ant prey retrieval. There is no explicit communication or cooperation mechanism between robots
and robots do not detect the presence of other robots. However, implicit communication among the robots takes place through modification of the environment (here the
box and the physical space of the environment ([73]). It is believed that such implicit
communication provides the main coordinating mechanism in group transport by their
robots. Although the robotic system doesn't appear to be very efficient, it is the first
experiment in collective transport closest to the cooperative transport seen in biology.
Another interesting work on cooperative transport has been done by Macro Dorigo
and coworkers ([97, 98, 99]) within the Swarm-Bot project. Their robots can not only
push the object but also pull it towards a target location using grippers. Moreover,
robots can attach themselves to each other and self-assemble into structures connected
to the prey. A neural network controller shaped by artificial evolution is used to control
the single robot (called s-bot). They showed that the controllers evolved for a relatively
small group can be applied to larger groups to cooperatively move objects with different
shape and weight. They observed that the performance decreases with group size due
to the difficulty in self-assembly for a high density of robots.
Apart from cooperative transportation for single objects, some other researchers
focus on efficiency of handling multiple big/heavy objects using a swarm of robots. One
such study is the stick-pulling experiment of Ijspeert [100], as shown in Figure 2.7. The
stick-pulling task requires collaboration between at least two robots to be successfully
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completed, for instance, cooperatively pulling sticks out of the ground. In their studies,
they have investigated how collaboration in a group of simple reactive robots can be
obtained through the exploitation of local interactions, and how to optimize software
parameters of the robots' controllers to improve the collaboration rate. Microscopic
and macroscopic probabilistic models are also explored to predict group behavior, and
therefore help the design of individual controllers.

Figure 2.7

2.7

Stick Pulling Experiment. From Ijspeert [100]

Experimental Platforms

Although experiments using real robot provide realistic results for robotic study, it is
often very useful to perform simulations prior to investigations with real robots. Firstly,
building up models for robot and setting up experiments is much easier, less expensive
and faster in simulation than with real robots. Especially for swarm robotics which
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normally requires a large number of robots to exhibit a collective behavior. It may
take months to build and debug each piece of hardware required for the experiments.
Secondly, simulation often runs much faster than real robots. Some computationally
expensive algorithms, such as evolutionary algorithms, would take days or months to
run on real robots. In many cases, it is impossible to work with real robots due to
lack of continuous battery support or the requirement of hardware maintenance. In
recent years, a number of simulation tools have become available for research in the
swarm robotics domain. For example, the U-Bots and LinuxBots in the Bristol Robotics
Laboratory, the Alice in EPFL and more recently the European Swarm-bot project.
Martinoli and coworkers have studied the collective behavior using using the simulated
Khepera and Alice robots in collective clustering ( [101, 102]), collaborative stickpulling ( [100], collective turbine inspection ( [103]), and self-organized aggregation
([104]).
Like most research work in swarm robotics, this study is involve with a large number of robots perform collective foraging tasks, setting up a good experimental platform
plays an important role in validating the algorithms. We have developed our own multi
robot collective foraging simulation program. Detailed design information about simulation program is in chapter 3.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

In the study of a swarm robotic system, individual robot in the group is typical
sample in term of sense, computation and communication ability, but the group behavior which emerge from multiple interactions among robots and between robot and
environment could be very coordinated and complex. A typical methodology in swarm
robotics is to start from the desired group behavior, then to design the local behavior
rules for individual robot to follow. In the past, there is few analysis tools are available
for researchers. Even real robot experiments are needed to confirm the results from
the simulations, experiments with a large group of robots still is very time consuming and costly. Recently, a complementary research tool, probabilistic mathematical
modeling offers an alternative way to swarm robotics filed [110, 111]. The basic idea
in the probabilistic mathematical model is to consider the interactions among robots
as probabilistic events and producing either macro or micro level update equations for
robot group. However, the limitation of using probabilistic mathematical model in a
heterogeneous robot group remains to be solved. As the result, most studies in swarm
robotics rely on the following process: the early design done through help of the computer simulations which presents limited degree of accuracy, then the confirmation of
the results is sought by experiments with real robot group.
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This study follows the methodology in swarm robotics. We start from the goal of
collective foraging activity and from that, the desired robot group behavior is given in
Section 3.1. Section 3.2 introduces the design of behavior based controller for individual robot. A computer simulation program which was used to simulate multi robots
collective foraging is developed for this study. All class modules in the simulation program are introduced in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 introduces a state machine which is
use to show each state in foraging activity of a robot. A mechanism which is used to
achieve division of labor between robots is introduced in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 introduces the metrics were designed to measure group foraging performance in this study.
Finally, measurements of the data is defined in section 3.7.

3.1 Desired Group Behavior
The main biological inspiration of collective foraging activity in this study comes
from the observation of foraging activity in ant or bee colonies. Ants need to search the
environment for food in order to survive and to provide energy to the colony. But not
all the ants in colony can be forager at the same time: if all ants were foraging, none
could defend the nest or feed the brood. If there are too many ants foraging in the filed,
it is also possible that they interference each other that few ants could not retrieve food
back successfully.
In study of collective foraging with a group of robots, robots acquire energy from
the food they retrieve back home also consume energy while they moving and searching
in foraging environment. Energy gain is only from food foraging robots retrieve back.

Energy consumption however comes from activity of foraging robots such as moving,
avoiding each other. Net energy of the group is the food energy gain less the energy
consumed by foraging robots. The goal for the robot group collective foraging activity
is to acquire net energy from food source in environment as fast as possible.
Energy gain from collective foraging only depends on the food foraging robots retrieved. But energy consumed during foraging is hard to estimate accurately. Foraging
in different environments also could leads to the difference on the energy consumption.
For example, environment full of robots could cost more energy because of the interference among robots. Both energy gain and energy cost directly relate to the number
of foraging robots. In this study, we simplify the energy cost as the function of duty
time (the time foraging robots spend on searching and retrieving) and number of interferences between foraging robots. Interference happens when two foraging robots are
close within a certain distance, both of them has to stop in order to avoid the collision,
backward and turn to a random direction before reset to their previous states. In order
to calculate the net energy from a foraging activity, we assume that:

• A foraging robot consumes energy at A units per second while searching or retrieving, and consumes energy at B units per second when interferes with another
foraging robot. Here we assume in a given environment, number of interferences
fi(x) is a function of the number of active foraging robots x in the area.
• A food is retrieved by a robot will provide C units of energy back to the group.
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• In a given environment, average foraging duty time of a robot (the time a robot
spends on searching or retrieving) also is a function of x, denoted by t, say:
t=f2(x).

Econsumed is the energy consumed per second in a foraging activity and Eretrievai is the
energy acquired per second from a food retrieved by a robot, then we have:

^consumed,

Erefrievai

•jX

Thus the average net group energy per second for the group is:

Enet

=

Ereirjevai

C
Econsume(i = ——. -x
J2{X)

A(x')

Bf\(x)

(3.1)

Equation (3.1) shows that in order to maximize Enet, number of foraging robot x need to
be optimized. Increasing x could increase Cx which means more foraging robots bring
more food energy back home. However, more foraging robots engaged in a bounded
foraging environment, more likely foraging robots have to compete for a limited resource of food so that it takes longer time for robots to find and retrieve food. Having
more foraging robots could also results in more interferences fi(x) which decrease
Enet. Therefore, in a given environment, there is an optimal value, say X*, for x that
Enet in Equation(3.1) can be maximized. Figure 3.1 illustrates the relation between
Enet and x. An optimal number of foragers X* (to gain a maximized Enet) lies somewhere between two extreme cases: (a) few robots engage in foraging in which Enet
is small because Eretrievai is small and (b) an environment is full of foraging robots,
in which few robots can retrieve any foods successfully, but energy consume on the

Figure 3.1

Net Energy from Collective Foraging vs. Number of Foraging Robots

interferences between robots continue increase so that Enet continue to decrease below
zero. The exactly shape of the curve depends on the particular environment and robot
group but the general shape of the graph should be similar. It shows that in a given
environment, there is an optimal value of foraging robot number X* so that Enet can
be maximized. If the foraging environment changes, curve will change and the optimal
value of X* changes meanwhile. So the desired group behavior of a group robot on a
collective foraging activity is to have an optimal number of foraging robots so that net
energy of the group could be maximized.
The challenges are firstly, all robots in the group are simple robots with only local
sense and communication ability. None of robot could know the availability of food in
the environment. Secondly, the functions of fi(x) and /2(.x) in Equation (3.1) are quite
complex and hard to model because of the complexity and dynamic of the interactions
among robots and unknown of food availability in the environment. The exactly curve
of Enet is therefore hard to learn. Even a mathematical model can be obtained based

on complex analysis, the dynamic natural of the problem and potential uncertain of the
environmental conditions makes the analysis process much more complicated.
Therefore, it seems more practical to use a process which starts from the design of
the interaction and adaptation bahavior rule for individual robots (a typical characteristic of the swarm robotics methodology), resulting in a desired group behavior that the
number of active forager is able to adapt according to the environment. We will discuss
such an approach in the following sections.

3.2 Robot Controller Design
We first designed a controller for the robot class module in the simulation program
to perform the foraging task. Behavior based design which includes a system of layered
levels of competence were used to design the robot controller. It is constructed in a
sequence from the simplest behavior to most complex behavior. Each competence level
forms a complete and fully-functional system of control layer. In designing a controller
for a foraging robot, three levels of competence are designed within behavior based
control architecture, Levels 1, 2, and 3. These layers are stacked in parallel, with each
higher level subsuming the lower levels. In order to accomplish the foraging behavior,
three basis behaviors of a robot were identified:

• Level 1: Avoiding - Collision detection with other foraging robots or boundary
of foraging environment and response.
• Level 2: Searching - Search randomly for food in foraging environment.
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• Level 3: Homing - Pick up a food, move back home, and drop the food.
Appropriate implementation of these basic behaviors makes it is possible for a robot to
accomplish the foraging behavior. During the program development, a sequential "layered approach"was employed to develop each competence level. The first competence
level was first written, debugged, and tested to flawless operation before adding the
second level. This process was repeated until the robot achieved "Level 3 competence".
The basis behaviors are arranged below according their respective competence level:
The level 1 behavior, Avoiding, is responsible for collision detection and avoidance.

Homing
Searching
Sensors

Figure 3.2

Avoiding

JL^ptuators

Behavior Based Control Structure

Obstacles in a foraging environment include the perimeter boundary and other robots.
Collision detection with environment boundary is achieved via a touch sensor. In response to the activation of a touch sensor, robot moves directly backward for a short
distance and rotates counter-clockwise through a random angle. While a robot detects
another robot within touch sensor range, both robots stop first, backward then turn a
random angle to resume it's previous behavior.
Searching fulfills the task of searching the environment for available food. A simple search method consists of following a straight path until a collision occurs. The
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Figure 3.3

Level 1: Avoiding

Figure 3.4

Level 2: Searching

avoiding behavior then produces a new initial heading, at which point straight searching motion resumes. The sensors (the touch sensor and IR sensor) are monitored during
searching: touch sensor senses collisions, and the IR sensor looks for the food.
Homing takes place when a robot finds food or runs out of energy. Robot goes
home by reading from a compass and setting a heading direction toward home. Once
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Figure 3.5

Level 3: Homing

gets home, robot releases food at home then rotates approximately 180 degree and
ready to start searching behavior again.
As these basic behaviors complete control structure for a robot to produce the desired foraging behavior.

3.3

Collective Foraging Simulation Program

Computer simulation is a common method in the study of a robotic system. This
is because computer simulations are easier to setup, less expensive, faster and more
convenient to use. They tend to be far simpler to implement than experimenting with
real robots, especially for a swarm robotic system which ideally have a large number
of robots. Computer simulations can be use to validate the control algorithm at earlier
age of the desing and predict the behavior of robot group which is still very difficult in
physical experiments.
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Figure 3.6

Multi Robots Foraging Simulation Program

In this study of swarm robotics, simulation programs were developed and used to
visualize the collective foraging behavior as well as to validate the proposed design.
It is also used to enhance the understanding of the optimized group behavior where
mathematical models have not yet developed. The detailed introduction is provided as
follow.
We first developed a class module for each object needed in the simulation program. Each class module serves as a template for an object. For example, from a robot
module, 12 robot objects are generated for collective foraging task. Class module has
properties which are used to describes the attributes of the object and methods to carry
out the actions on the object. With different property or method, objects from the same
class module could behave differently with different methods.
Figure 3.6 lists all the class modules: robot, sensor, and environment and property
and methods for each class module in simulation program. Robot module is shown
with the ID number in the circle. The arrow shows the forward direction of a robot.
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Class module of the environment is a square shape with foraging area on the top and
home area at the bottom. We use a small circle with a color represent available food in
the simulation. In the case an environment with more than one type of food, different
type of food is represented by different sizes or color.
All major behavior of a robot was defined in methods of the robot module: avoiding,
searching and homing. Figure 3.7 shows how a robot avoid environment boundary in
the simulation. Touch sensor can detect boundary within sensor range d.

i) robot detect object
Figure 3.7

ii) robot backward one step

iii) robot turn random

Robot Avoids Collision with Boundary

Figure 3.8 shows a robot searching for a food with IR sensor in simulation program.
Two attributes of sensor are distance D and angle a. If a food located within the sensor
range, sensor will detect it.
Figure 3.9 shows how two robots encounter and interact with each other. When
two robots are closer within a distance which is measured by a sensor, both robots first
stop to avoid collision, and then both robots will backward for two steps and then set a
random direction to resume their previous behavior.
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Figure 3.8

Robot Detects Food within Sensor Range (D,a)

(1) exchange information

Figure 3.9

(2) avoid each other

(3) go random direction

Robot Interacts with Another Robot

Homing behavior is shown in Figure 3.10. A robot goes forward to the home direction which is provided by a compass.

^ ^ H o m e direction

Figure 3.10

3.4

Robot Going Home

Finite State Machine of Foraging Activity

A finite state machine was used to show all the states of robots in foraging activity
in Figure 3.11. Each square represents a state which robot is in during foraging process. Transitions between two states occur on the base of events that are either external
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(triggered by sensors) or internal (e.g. energy out) to a robot. The labels on the edges
in the graph show the action or evens happen between states. The states and events are
explained as follows:

Figure 3.11

Finite State Machine of Robot Foraging Behavior

• Foraging probability Pi>P0 (Event): If foraging probability of robot i higher
than the predefined value Pq, robot i exits home and goes into searching state.
• Searching and interacting (State): A robot randomly searching in a foraging
area. Meanwhile, when two robots are close within a sensor range, they stop
and exchange state information, then avoid the collision. Robots then resume to
previous foraging state.
• Failed (State): Once a robot is in failed state, it goes directly back home.
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• Retrieval (State): Once a robot find a food, it goes back home with the food.
• Energy out (Event): If a robot costs more energy than predefined searching energy limit before finding a food, foraging task is failed.
• Food Found (Event): A robot finds a food within energy range.

All robots are in one of the states which were listed above.
In order to help users of the simulation program easily visualize foraging states of
robots, foraging robots show different colors when they are in different foraging states.
Figure 3.12 is a screen shot of a collective foraging simulation. In the foraging area,
robots with red colors are in successful retrieval states, robots with black color are in
actively searching states and robots with yellow colors are in failed states. It also shows
several robots staying at home and rest robots activly foraging in the foraging area.
Foraging Area

a
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Figure 3.12

Screenshot of Collective Foraging Simulations
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3.5

Mechanism of Division of Labor

3.5.1 Division of Labor in Social Insects
From Section 3.1 we know that in order to achieve group goal of maximizing net energy from collective foraging activity, the desired group behavior is to have an optimal
number of robots active foraging and rest robots staying at home. In other word, optimal division of labor between foraging and resting among robots is the desired group
behavior.
Self-organized behaviors, such as division of labor or specialization, in which individuals within a group perform different roles, can be observed widely in social insects group, along with the large number of ants follow some simple behavioral rules.
They are known to divide their tasks amongst groups of workers (called castes) to improve task efficiency. In addition, one of the intriguing features of their behavior is that
they are adaptive to environmental situations and able to react to changing demand by
switching tasks to those for which the colony demand at that instant is high. It is also
fundamental to their ecological success.
Take a group of ants called Pogonomyrmex barbatas as a good example of division
of labor and task switching in social insects. These ants are known to have four different castes (patrollers, foragers, nest maintenance workers and madden workers), each
having a particular task. Patrollers are one of the first groups of workers to emerge
in the morning. They do most of the trail laying and also assess whether it is safe to
forage or not. The successful returns of the patrollers trigger the foragers to emerge out

of the nest. Foragers use the direction chosen by the patrollers and ignore food sources
that were not explored by the patrollers. The nest maintenance workers are involved
in building and maintaining nest chambers inside the nest while the madden workers
accumulate the refuse pile or madden and move it from one place to another. Red harvester ants not only carry out their own tasks but also to change to a different task if
required. This changing ability comes into action in response to a increased demand
for a particular task. For instance, when there is a flood and the nest gets damaged, the
need for more nest maintenance workers would become high. In such circumstances
ants from inside the nest task switch and start working as nest maintenance workers. If
there is a need for foragers, all the other castes can switch their tasks to foraging and
assist the foragers.
A simple response threshold model has been used by several authors to explain the
division of labor in social societies. ( [105, 106, 107, 108, 109]) In this model, it is
assumed that individuals in a group are characterized by response thresholds to various
tasks stimulus. When the intensity of a stimulus associated with a task exceeds the
response threshold of a worker, that worker engages in task with high probability when
it perceives the stimulus. Task performance reduces the intensity of the task stimulus,
thereby decreasing the probability that other workers engage in the same task. Response
threshold can be adjusted by reinforcement. Mathematical model of response threshold
is given in Eq.(3.2). X is the state of a individual. (X=0 correspond to inactivity, X=l
correspond to the state of actively performing the task), 8i is an internal threshold of
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individual i response to task. S is the perceive task stimulus. An inactive individual i
starts performing a task with probability of P%:
PI(X= 0 => X = 1) = ^ T e f

(3-2)

Figure 3.13 shows the probability curves corresponding to the response threshold func-

Figure 3.13

Probability Curves of Response Threshold Model

tion. As it is shown in the plot, P "the probability of individual performing the required
task"goes higher with increasing stimulus S perceived from the task. The variations in
intensity of stimulus can be caused by (i) task performance of other individuals, which
decrease stimulus intensity; (ii) natural changes of task demands irrespective weather
or not task is performed. Under the same intensity of S, individuals with lower response
thresholds (0) have higher probabilities of performing the required task.
3.5.2 Division of Labor in Collective Foraging
In the study of collective foraging in a environment with one type of food, robot
either actively forage to retrieve more food energy or rest at home to save energy of the
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group. The desired group behavior in this study is to have an optimal division of labor
between active foraging and resting among robot so that group foraging performance
can be improved.
In order to regulate the behavior of a robot between actively foraging and resting,
the concept of probability of active foraging is adopted. A robot with a higher foraging
probability forages more often than a robot with a lower foraging probability. Response
threshold function is used to calculate the foraging probability of a robot /': P(i) shown
in Equation(3.3),

p(,)

= <FTMf

(33)

'

Here S is the stimulus which is used to indicate the availability of the food in the foraging environment. Th(i) is the response threshold of robot i to the foraging task. With
different foraging probabilities among robots in the group, division of labor among
robots is emerged at group level which is shown Figure 3.14. When the foraging threshold of an individual robot or the stimulus of foraging task changes, foraging probability
of the robot will be updated and the number of active forager in the group changes accordingly. As the result of the process, number of active forager at the group level can
be adjusted in a self-organized way.

3.6

Collective Foraging Performance Metrics

In order to investigate weather or not foraging performance is improved, several
foraging performance metrics has been defined. From Section 3.1, we know that in
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Figure 3.14

Mechanism of Division of Labor

collective foraging activity, from energy efficiency point of view, the goal of the group
is to acquire as much net energy from environment as possible by having an optimal
number of robot foraging. In previous studies, foraging performance was only measured by the energy efficiency of the group. In this study, group foraging performance
includes energy, time, retrieval efficiency as well as group flexibility, and robustness
while foraging in a dynamic environment. Follows are the explanation of each metric
which is used in this study.

• Energy Efficiency

Energy efficiency is used to measure what percentage of available food energy in the
foraging environment can be acquired by foraging robots as net energy. It considers
both energy cost and income of the group. In the same environment, group with higher
energy efficiency can acquire more net energy. Group energy efficiency in this study is
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defined as in Equation(3.4)

ti —

FoodEnergy Retrieved — GroupEnergyCost
AvailableEnergylnFoodSource

(3.4)

Here Available energy is calculated using food energy growth rate (energy units/mins)
times simulation time.

• Time Efficiency

Next metric we use to measure group foraging performance is time efficiency. The
calculation of the time efficiency is defined in Equation (3.5). Group duty time is the
sum of time which foraging robots spend on foraging activity. Time efficiency measures
how fast the robot group retrieves net energy from food source in the environment.
FoodEnergy Retrieved — GroupEnergyCost
GroupDutyTime

^

• Retrieval Efficiency

Another quantitative measurement of group performance is retrieval efficiency. It measures how powerful a robot group retrieves food energy from food source in the environment without considering energy cost of the group. A robot group could has a high
retrieval efficiency but low energy efficiency when the energy cost is high. This metrics
is also used to find out weather design can help robot group retrieve more food energy
from food source in foraging environment.
FoodEnergy Retrieved
AvailableEnergylnFoodS
ource
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(3.6)

• Group Flexibility

To a swarm robotic system, group flexibility refers to the group's respond to internal
perturbations or external challenges. In the context of collective foraging in this study,
external challenge comes from a dynamic change of food source in the environment.
We test the flexibility of the robot group in an environment with a dynamic changing
food source.

• Group Robustness

Robustness of a swarm robotic system means that the desired group task can still be
accomplished even when some robots in the group failed. Group demonstrates redundancy and high fault tolerance to partial failure. Experiments were set up to show the
robustness of the design group in the event of some of foraging robots suddenly fail to
perform foraging task.

• Group Scalability

We test scalability of the group with various group sizes on performing the collective
foraging task. Weather performance of the group affected by size of the group measures
the scalability of the group. Number of interactions between robots in the foraging area
also directly relates to the group size with in turn affect the speed of adaptation.
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Figure 3.15

3.7

Desired Robots Collective Foraging Performances

Measurements

In each experiment, all the variables related to group foraging performance is sampled at the rate of 0.5Hz (1 data every 2 minutes) and recorded in a separate file. We
run each experiment 10 times and use average value for data analysis.
The first step on analyzing experiments data is to find the steady state of foraging process. The number of active foraging robots in each foraging process indicates
weather division of labor is emerged at group level as well as the steady state of this
group behavior. In this study, best fitting curve is used to fit data from experiments to
a predefined function curve. Once the best fitting function is found, the steady state
value of experiment data could be estimated from steady value of the fitting function. Figure 3.16 shows an example of a curve fitting process. The average number of active foraging robots from the experiment is plotted with red dots. Dotted
black line is the best fitting curve for this experiment data. The function of the fitting curve is y=10.81 exp(-0.035f)+3.1, and steady state value from this function is
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y(t—> oo)=3.1.This also considered as the steady state of number of forager in the foraging process. Once steady state value is determined, settling time (Ts) is a variable
which is used to measure the time from start of a foraging process to number of active
foraging robots settle within ±10% of the steady state value. Delay time is a variable
which is used to measure how long it takes robot group response to a step changes of
the food source in foraging environment.
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CHAPTER IV
HOMOGENEOUS COLLECTIVE FORAGING

In Section 3.5, a foraging threshold model has been introduced to determine foraging probability for each robot. Robots with a higher foraging probability will active
foraging more often. In the group, some robots forage more times and others forage
less. Division of labor between foraging and resting is emerged at robot group level.
Since food availability in the environment is unknown, each robot has to follow certain
rule adapt values of foraging threshold and foraging stimulus so that number of active
foraging robots can be optimized. In other word, an adaptation rules needed for each
robots to adapt foraging probability so that optimal division of labor can be emerged at
group level.
In this chapter, a set of adaptation rules has been designed for robots through the interactions between foraging robots and environment and between foraging robots. The
adaptation rules are introduced in Section 4.1 in details. Section 4.2 explains numerical
simulations using an excel model of the design. Several sets of experiments have been
designed to validate the proposed design in Section 4.3. Results from the experiments
are discussed in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 summaries the results and conclusions.

4.1

Interaction and Adaptation Rules

Recent research shows that a system with a self-organization usually relies on some
basic ingredients: (1) positive feedback, (2) negative feedback, (3) multiple interac-

tions. The positive feedback typically promotes the creation of structures or pattern
and amplifies the fluctuations of the system. The negative feedback often serves as
a regulatory to counterbalance positive feedback and stabilize the adaptation process.
Both positive and negative feedbacks are the results of interactions between individual
and environment or among individuals. Multiple interactions play an essential role for
a desired collective behavior to emerge.
In a foraging activity, a robot interacts with the food source in environment every
time it forages for food. A successful food retrieval can be consider as a positive feedback and a failed foraging trip is a negative feedback from the interactions. While this
robot in the foraging area, every time it encounters with another robot can be considered
as an interaction opportunity.
The adaptation rules for interactions between foraging robots in foraging area are
designed as follows:

• Interaction Rules: take robot i as an example: while robot i moving in the
foraging field, if it encounters with another robot, here take robot j as an example,
they will exchange foraging state information with each other and record it in a
variable called taskcounter(«). As robot i keep interacting with other foraging
robots, taskcounter(0 accumulates the foraging information of other robots it has
encountered in the environment. At beginning of each foraging trip, value of
taskcounter is reset.
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Table 4.1

Interaction Rules in Foraging Environment
Robot / encounters Robot j

If robot j is at Retrieval state Then taskcounter(0=taskcounter(/);
If robot j is at Searching state Then taskcounter(/)=taskcounter(/)-l;
If robot j is at Failed state Then taskcounter(/)=taskcounter(0-2;

• Adaptation Rule: When robot i gets home. The net energy from the foraging
trip can be determined. Only when the net energy of the trip is positive, it called
a successful foraging. Robot i updates foraging threshold Th(i) and foraging task
stimulus S according to it's own foraging performance and information recoded
in taskcounter(i).

The above rules implement the reinforcement mechanism for the foraging probability of
the individual robot. Robot i adapts Th(i) according to the results from the interactions
between itself and food source in the environment. At the same time, it adapts S according to the results from the interactions between itself with other foraging robots as
well as between itself with food source which is recorded in taskaccount. With adapted
Th(i) and S, foraging probability of robot i, (P(i)) will be adapted too. In a foraging
environment which has only one type of food available, results from both interactions
indicates food source situation, e.g. availability of food.
The selection of values for adjustment and attenuation factors A l 5 A 2 , $1, $2 and
in the algorithm will depend on the environment setting and the parameters of the
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Table 4.2

Adaptation Rules at Home

Adaptation Rule for Th of Robot i and S
If robot i success Then T/l(?')=T/1(z)-A1
Foraging threshold of robot i: Th(i)

If robot i failed Then Th(i)=Th(i)+A2
If robot i Success and taskcounter(/)=0
Then: S=S+$i

Foraging stimulus for the group: S

If robot i Not Success and taskcounter(/)<0
Then: S=S-§2
If robot i Failed and taskcounter(z')<0
Then: S=S-$3

robots behaviors in simulations. With careful selection of those factors each robot can
adapt its foraging probability resulting in task switching between foraging and resting.
The desired division of labor emerged and collective foraging performance is improved.

4.2

Spreadsheet Model

With the mechanism of division of labor and adaptation rules have been designed
for individual robot, we are ready to run the simulations to verify the design. First
we defined all the variables. Table 4.3 lists all the variables and symbols which are
used in the simulations. For each robot in the group, there are some variables needed
to be calculated and recoded in the foraging process. Table 4.4 lists all the variables
and calculations related to each individual robot, here take robot i as an example. All
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Table 4.3

Symbols Were Used in Computer Simulation
Name

Symbol

Robot Group Size

m

Robot ID

i

Foraging Trip ID

j

Number of Trips of Robot i

k(0

Energy Acquired per Food

u

Food Growth Rate

Gnew

Moving Energy Cost

e

Energy Cost per Interference

c

Searching Cost Limit

I

Foraging Stimulus

S

calculations of group variables related to the collective foraging process is listed in
Table 4.5. These variables are used to calculate group foraging performance.
Group foraging performance metrics which have defined in (3.1)-(3.3) now can be
updated with symbols of variables by equation (4.1)-(4.3).

^

FoodEnergy Retrieved — GroupEnergyCost
AvailableEnergylnFoodSource

uln — eT — cEn
Gnewut
(4.1)

FoodEnergy Retrieved — GroupEnergyCost
GroupDutyTime
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uln

^
T

^

Table 4.4

Variables of Individual Robots in Simulation Program
Variables

Symbols

Moment to Start Foraging of Robot i on jth trip

toutihj)

Moment of Backing Home of Robot i on jth trip

tback(i,j)

Number of Interferences of Robot i at jth trip

En(i, j)
fc(i)
E
n(i) = Y.En(hj)
j=1

Total Interferences of Robot i
Duty Time of Robot i on jth trip

T(i,j)

=

tin(i,j)

Food Collected of Robot i at jth trip

In(i,j)

Foraging Threshold of Robot i

Th(i)

Foraging Probability of Robot i

P(i)

Table 4.5

Calculations of Group Variables in Simulations
Name

Group Variables

Number of Active Forager

n
m
T=J2T(i)
i=i
m
In = Yl ^(i)
i=l
m
En = J2En(l)
t=l

Group Duty Time
Total Food Collected by Group
Total Interference

FoodEnergy Retrieved
AvailableEnergylnFoodSource
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In
Gnewt

- tback(i,j)

Once all the variables and calculations were defined, we did numerical simulations
using mathematic functions in the spreadsheets of Excel. Each robot in the group has a
table like Table 4.6 which has all the variables and calculations for this robot in foraging
simulation.Once we plug in all the initial values and adaptation factor, all local variables
of this robot can be automatically updated by Excel. There are total 12 robots in the
group, so there are 12 tables like Table 4.6 for the group. Finally, Table 4.7 is used

Table 4.6

Calculation Table for Individual Robot; Ai=A 2 =0.1; 3>i=3>2=0.2

En(i,j)

T(i,j)

1

1

24

20.2

0.502

54

0

3

26

20

0.5

61

1

4

6

20.2

0.5

j

tcmt(i,j) ^backij"! j In(i,j)

1

2

26

2

28

3

55

Th(i,j)

P(i,j)

k(i)
i s j a T&j)
In(i)

En(i)

T(i)

for calculating all the group variables. All local variables of each individual robot in
this table are from each robot table. With the help of numerical simulations described
in this section, all the calculations for foraging process are verified. We are ready to
validate design in computer simulation programs.
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Table 4.7

Calculation Table for Robot Group; Ai=A 2 =0.1, $i=$>2=0.02, $ 2 =0.01
Robot ID

Inii)

En(i)

T(i)

1

11

5

94

2

13

9

116

m

E£iT(z)
En

In

4.3

T

Experimental Set-up

In computer simulation, at the beginning of each experiment, all robots are at home
with initial value of foraging threshold: Th{i)=19.5+Rnd (Rnd is a random number
generated by computer, 0<Rnd<l) and initial foraging stimulus (5=20). In order to
maintain the food density in simulation environment at a reasonably constant level over
the experiment time, new foods are placed randomly in the searching arena with Gnew
the growth rate, food units per minute. By changing the Gnew, we can obtain a desired
food source density in foraging environment. The number of available food energy
can also be calculated through Gnew and experiment time. Once a food is found by a
robot, it will be removed form environment to prevent other robots from retrieving the
same food. In each time step of the simulation, a robot will consume an amount of
energy while it moving. Table 4.8 lists the energy consumption setting for the different
behavior in the simulations. The sum of energy consumed on moving and interferences
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Table 4.8

Energy Units Consumption of Different Activities
Activity

Energy Units

Moving

5/step

Interference

16/step

Retrieval

4000/food

Searching Limits

3800/trip

with other foraging robots in a foraging trip is the energy cost for a robot. Taking into
account the energy cost in a foraging trip for a robot arid the energy income from a
successful retrieval (4000 energy units), in order to make a positive contribution to the
group net energy, the maximum energy cost of a robot on one searching activity alone
has to be less than 4000 units. We set the energy limit for searching activity alone Se
is 3800 units considering energy cost on returning home. This means that if a robot
already consumed 3800 units of energy on searching alone and still could not find a
food. Robot is considered in failed state and goes back home. Se is set to prevent the
robot from wandering outside home for too long, which could result in a huge energy
cost to the group energy even if the robot does eventually retrieve a food.
There are no obvious guidelines for selection of adaptation factors: A l 5 A 2 , <&i,
$2 and $3 in the algorithm. We therefore choose these values on a trial and error
basis. Generally, a large change in foraging threshold (Th(i)) and foraging stimulus
(S) will potentially cause oscillation or stabilization problems for the group while a
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small change could lead to a slower adaptation process. Table 4.9 summarizes all of the
setting for the adaptation factors were used in the experiments. In order to investigate
Table 4.9

Selection of Adaptation Factors

AI

A2

0.02

0.05

0.001

$2

$3

0.005

0.002

whether, and how, proposed adaptation rule could help robot group reach a desired
optimal division of labor, two types of experiments are designed and tested first, which
first vary the population of robot in the group and then the food source density in the
environment. Control group, in which no design are taken into account provides us a
benchmark group with fixed number of foraging robots.

4.4

Experiment Results

4.6.1 Robot Groups With Various Populations Collective Forage in a Given
Environment
The first set of experiments were designed to simulate several robot groups with various populations collective forage in a given food source with a fixed Gnew=2. Robot
groups with 3, 6, 9 and 12 robots forage in the same enviornment setting. For each
group, we run simulations using both control and design group 10 times, and each experiment last for 250 minutes. The simulation program records the number of food
retrieved, net energy of group accumulated, group duty time and number of active foragers during the simulation, and we then average data of 10 runs' for analysis.
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(i) Steady state of division of labor
We first need to find out the steady state of division of labor among robots in each
foraging process. This is determined from the instantaneous number of active foragers
in each experiment. In the robot group with 3 and 6 robots, data shows that design
groups always have all the robots actively foraging because there are enough food for
all robots foraging. The steady states of division of labors in both two groups are
having all robots actively foraging. Instantaneous number of active foragers in both
experiments is plot in Figure 4.1. However, in the groups with 9 and 12 robots, there
ES
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Number of Active Forager in Design Groups with 3 and 6 Robots

is not enough food for all robots foraging all the time. Division of active foraging and
resting among robots emerged at group level. Figure 4.2 left shows the instantaneous
number of active foragers of experiments in the group with 9 robots. Curve fitting
process has been used to determine the steady state value of number of active forager.
From best curve fitting function, the steady state value of active forager in this process
is 6.1. The number of foragers oscillates within ±10% of steady state value after 135
minutes which indicate foraging process is in steady state. The design group has about
6 robots foraging and rest robots resting at home to save energy. The same procedure
was used to analyze the design group with 12 robots. Instantaneous number of active
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foragers in this foraging process is plot in Figure 4.3. The steady state value from fitting
function is 5.98 and settling time is 78 minutes. From this set of experiments, it shows
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that in the design group, division of labor between active foraging and resting among
robots emerged at steady state of each collective foraging process. The plot in Figure
4.4 summaries the instantaneous number of active foragers of all groups in this given
environment (Gnew=2). From the settling time of groups with various populations, it
indicates that the adaptation process is faster in the group with a larger group size. But
the steady state of division of labor among robots is mostly depends on the food source
in environment. In this case, since the Gnew is fixed, there will be always about division
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Figure 4.4

Instantaneous Active Foragers of Design Groups with Various Populations

of 6 robots active foraging and rest robots staying at steady state no matter what group
size is.
ii) Optimal group foraging performance
Division of labor which is emerged at group level has been confirmed in last section. Here we investigate weather the divisions of labor optimized group foraging performance compare to the control group. In other word, we need to find out weather
group has a desired division of labor. We first plot the instantaneous energy efficiency
and time efficiency of the both design and control group from each foraging process in
Figure 4.5. It shows that in the group with fewer robots (3 or 6), since all robots active
foraging all the time, there is not big gap between design and control groups. Especially in the group with only 3 robots, there is almost no difference on energy and time
efficiency between design group and control. As group size grows, design groups show
highly improved energy efficiency and time efficiency compare to control group. All
the foraging efficiency matrices of both design group and control group at steady state
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Figure 4.5

Instantaneous Time and Energy Efficiency of Design and Control Groups
with Various Populations of Robots Forage in a Given Environment

are calculated and list in Table 4.10. Each Simulation Lasts for 250 Minutes. With the
optimal division of labor, design group has improved foraging performance in energy
and time efficiency compare to control group. However, there is no big gap in term of
retrieval efficiency between design and control group. It shows design group is same
powerful to acquire energy from food source as control group even with less forag-
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Table 4.10

Average Results from 10 Runs of Robot Groups with Different Populations Foraging in a Given Environment. The Food Density Remains
the Same During Each Simulation (Gnew=2).

Group Size

3

6

9

12

Strategies

Energy
Time
Efficiency Efficiency
%
%

Retrieval
Active
Efficiency Forager

Control

43.7

19.52

93

3

Design

46.4

20.75

88.4

3

Control

2.6

0.06

98.4

6

Design

11.7

2.63

97.8

6

Control

-47

-7.01

99

9

Design

-7.8

-1.43

98.4

6.2

Control

-99

-11.03

99.8

12

Design

-17.2

-3.4

97.6

6.1

ing robots. It also tells us that design group achieve higher energy and time efficiency
because of save energy cost instead of acquire more energy.
4.6.2 A Robot Group Collective Forage in Differeent Environments
We designed a second set of experiments to investigate the effect of adaptation rules
when design group forage in different environment conditions; we fix the population of
group to 12 robots but run the experiments with three different food source densities,
from poor (Gnew=1) to relatively richer environment (Gnew=4). Again each experiment
is run 10 times and each simulation lasts for 250 minutes.
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(i): Steady state of division of labor in different environments
We first find the steady state of each collective foraging process in these experiments. The instantaneous number of active foragers in each foraging process and best
fitting curve are plot in Figure 4.6. In the food source with Gnew=1, the steady value
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of active forager of design group from fitting function is 3.1. The similar process determines the steady value of active forager in food source with Gnew= 4 is 11.25. We
summarize and plot the instantaneous number of active forager of this group at different environments in Figure 4.7. With all the robots (12 robots) active foraging at
the beginning, groups have different number of active foragers at steady state in different environments. In a relatively richer environment (Gnew=4), there are around 11
robots actively foraging at steady state. At a poor environment (Gnew=1), there are
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Figure 4.7

Instantaneous Active Foragers of Design Group with 12 Robots in Different Environments

around 3 robots actively foraging and rest robots staying home at steady state. It shows
the flexibility of the group by having different numbers of active foragers in different
environments.
(ii): Optimal group foraging performance
Instantaneous value of energy and time efficiency of design and control group in
different environments are plot in Figure 4.8. As we expected, design group shows
a much higher group efficiency compare to control group at all foraging environment
settings. It also shows that the gap between design and control group becomes smaller
with a higher Gnew which means a higher food density in foraging environment. The
reason is in a environment with higher food source density, a robot is more likely to find
food and hence reward itself (with a higher foraging probability) to forage more often.
In a food source with Gnew=4, most robots in design group will actively forage at steady
state since there are enough food in the environment. The results from calculations
of foraging performance metrics under different environments are provided in Table
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4.11. All the results are calculated using steady state value. Each Simulation Lasts
for 250 Minutes. The design groups have highly improved foraging efficiency both in
time efficiency and energy efficiency. There is no big gap between design group and
control group on retrieval efficiency. Both groups are same powerful to retrieve most
food from food source in environment. It also indicates us the reason design group has
an optimized foraging performance mainly because of design group has less foraging
robots in an environment with a poor food source.

AverageRetrievalTime

=

GroupDutyTime
FoodRetrievedByGroup
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(4.4)

Table 4.11

Growth
Rate(G'neiu)

Average Results from 10 Runs of a Robot Group with 12 Robots Foraging
in Different Environments.
Active
Time
Retrieval
Strategies Energy
Efficiency Efficiency Efficiency Forager
(%)
(%)

Retrieval
Time
(minutes)

1

2

4

Control

-297

-16.61

99

12

712

Design

-62

-9.15

94.5

3.2

286

Control

-99

-11.03

99.8

12

358

Design

-17.2

-3.4

97.6

6.1

206

Control

-4.3

-0.96

98.6

12

181

Design

14.6

3.342

97.6

11.3

176

We plot the average retrieval time of design group under different environment, from
poor to rich, in Figure 4.9. Compare to the control group, average retrieval time of
design group is quite stable which implies robot group with the adaptation mechanism
is quite robust to environmental changes.
4.6.3 Collective Foraging in a Dynamic Changing Environment
To test the flexibility of the design group in a dynamic changing environment, we
step up a dynamic changing food source in the environment. A robot group with population of 12 robots initially engaged foraging in a environment with Gnew=1, then we
disturb the environment by introducing a step change of Gnew from 1 to 4 at t=217
minutes. Then again Gnew changes from 4 to 2 at 433 minutes. Each experiment we
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repeat 10 times and each simulation lasts for 750 minutes, with all parameters of the
group remaining the same.
We plot the instantaneous number of active foragers in Figure 4.10. As expected,
a new dynamic equilibrium for the number of active foragers in the design group is
observed each time after food source changes. Design Group has more resting robots
to save energy when food source becomes poor and more foraging robots when food
source is rich. It shows not only the division of labor among robots always can emerged
in a dynamic changing environment but also group's flexibility to response to an external dynamic changes in the foraging environment. Each time food source changes, after
some delay, an optimal division of labor will emerge at steady state in design group.
During the simulation, design group acquires more net energy from food source. Figure 4.11 compares the instantaneous net energy accumulated in design group to control
group. In an environment with less food energy available (Gnew=1), design strategy
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Figure 4.10

Instantaneous Number of Foraging Robots of Design Group in a Dynamic Changing Environment

can keep group from losing too much energy by having less foraging robots. Once the
food source in environment become rich, group collectively perceive the changes and
sending more foraging robots to acquire more energy from food source.
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The next set of experiments is designed to test if the design group shows fault tolerant. Unexpected foraging function disturbance (sudden step change of foraging threshold of some foraging robots) happens at t=100 minutes. Only few robots survived and
keep foraging. Simulation lasts 250 minutes. We plot the instantaneous number of active foragers in foraging arena in Figure 4.12. From the data, it shows that even a few
forging robots survived, after some delay, some robots that previous resting at home
start foraging again. There is more food accumulated in the environment because of
insufficient number of foragers. The number of active foraging robots in the environment reaches a new steady state eventually. The data shows that design group with the
adaptation mechanism is robust to its internal function disturbances.
Number «f Active Forager

Figure 4.12

Number of Active Forager in Design Group When Some Foraging
Robots Disfunction at t=100 Minutes

4.6.5 Different Adaptation Rules
In Section 4.3, we designed a set of adaptation rules for each robot to adapt foraging
probability through the interactions between foraging robot and environment and between foraging robots. As the result, desired collective behavior of division of labor is
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emerged and group foraging efficiency is optimized. Robot group also shows flexibility
to the dynamic changes of food availability in the environment and robustness to the
function failure of some foraging robots.
In the experiments, there is only one type of food available in the foraging enviroment, the interactions between robot and environment provide direct cue about food
availability through robot own foraging experience. The interactions between foraging
robots also provide cue about food availability through other foraging robots experience. Proposed adaptation rules use both cues to adapt the foraging probability of
individual robot. In order to determine how each cue alone affects the division of labor
of in the group, two strategies - each with only one cue - are designed for each robot to
adapt. Strategy Sr use only internal cue which is the result from interactions between
robot and environment to adapt foraging probability of robot, and strategy Se use only
social cue with is results from interactions between foraging robots to adapt foraging
probability of robot. The adaptation rules of each strategy Sr and Se are defined are
as follows in Table 4.12: We designed a set of experiments to investigate weather the
adaptation rules by strategy Sr and Se can also help robot group reach a desired division of labor at group level. The experiments is set up to run in a given environment
with Gnew=1 first. Two robot groups with different group sizes collective foraging in
the given environment using different adapt strategies: Sr and Se. Figure 4.13 plots the
number of active forager in the group using different adaptation strategies. Strategy S
is the proposed adaptation strategy which used both cues to adapt. Other than number
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Table 4.12

Different Adaption Strategies for Individual Robot
Adaptation Rule for Th(i) and 5

Strategy

If

i

success

Th(i)=Th(i)-Ai;

5=5+$!

If

robot

robot

i

Th(i)=Th{i)+Ai;

Figure 4.13

^(social cue only)

Se (internal cue only)

failed

Then

If

taskcounter(i)=0

Th(i)=Th(i)-A2;
Then

If

5=5+3>2

taskcounter(i)<0

Th(i)=Th(i)-A2;

5=5-$x

Then

Then

5=5+<&2

Instantaneous Number of Active Forager of Robot Group Using Different Adaption Strategies Forage in a Given Environment

of active foragers in each group using different adaptation strategy, settling time and
steady state error are used to compare results from experiment. In a robot group with
6 robots, there is no big gap among different adaptation strategies in term of settling
time and steady state value of active forager. It shows in a group with less population
can achieve desired division of labor at steady state either from social cue or internal
cue. As group size grows, the number of interactions between foraging robots grows.
In a robot group with 12 robots, groups use different adaptation strategies have gaps
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on settling time and steady state error. Table 4.13 lists the settling time and standard
deviation of error calculated from the robot group with 12 robots using different strategies. Group using strategy Sr has shortest settling time but highest error at steady state.
Table 4.13

Steady State Error and Settling Time of the Same Robot Group Using
Different Adaptation Strategies

Adaptation Strategy

STD (Steady State)

Settling Time (minutes)

S

0.4

64

Se

0.24

120

S<r

0.66

50

On the other side, Group using strategy Se has longest settling time but lowest error at
steady state.
We test a robot group with 12 robots using different adaptation strategy in a dynamic
environment with step changes of food source density. Results from the experiments
shows in Fig 4.14.
Delay time is used to measure how long it takes robot group to adapt to the environment changes. Delay is start from t=217 minutes when step changes of food source
happens first. Table 4.14 lists the delay time of the group using different strategies. It
shows that adaptation through only inter cue is slower but more stable and the adaptation through only social cue is faster but less stable. The effect from social cue related
to group size because more foraging robots, more interactions between foraging robots.
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Instantaneous Number of Active Forager of Robot Group Using Different Adaption Strategies Forage in a Dynamic Environment

Table 4.14

Delay Time for Robot Groups with 12 Robots Using Different Adaptation
Strategies
Adaptation Strategy

Delay Time (minutes)

S

21

Se

79

S-p

23

The proposed adaptation rules use both cues to help robot group reach the desired division of labor in faster but also with less steady state error.

4.5

Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, we have proposed a simple adaptation mechanism for a group of
robots in performing a collective foraging task. Individual robot follows a set of designed adaptation rule while foraging for food in a bounded area, collective behavior
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of division of labor is emerged. As the results, highly improved collective foraging
performance is achieved at group level.
The individual robot in the group use internal cues (from interactions between foraging robot and environment), social cues (interactions between foraging robots) to
determine whether they will rest in the nest for longer (lower foraging probability) to
either save energy or minimize interference, or be actively engaged in foraging more
often (with higher foraging probability) which potentially gains more food energy back
to the group. With the designed mechanism, the group demonstrates:

• Improved foraging performance (time efficiency and energy efficiency) compared
to the control group.
• Robustness to failure of individual foraging robots.
• Flexibility to adapt to dynamic environment changes.
• Scalability to keep group performance with different group sizes.
• Emergent desired group behavior of optimal division between active foraging and
resting among robots in the group.

Furthermore, the group with the adaptation mechanism is able to guide the system
towards optimization of energy efficiency despite the limited sensing abilities of the
individual robots and the simple interaction rules. The group also exhibits the capacity
to perceive the environment collectively if we consider the average number of active
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foragers in the environment over time. That is, more foraging robots indicate a richer
food source and less foraging robots indicate a poor food source. This correlation can
only be observed at the overall group level and cannot be deduced from individual
robots.
Some other interesting conclusions are, firstly, the division of labor at steady state
from foraging process is directly related to the food source availability in the environment. In a given environment, robot groups with different populaions using adaptation
rules will have same division of labor at steady state.
Secondly, that since individual robot only communicates and adapts locally, the
same algorithm can be use in robot groups with different sizes. The design group has
scalability.
Finally, social cue from multiple interactions between foraging robots help design
group speed up the adaptation process. The bigger robot group size, the more foraging
robots which result in more interactions between foraging robots, the faster adaptation
process is.
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CHAPTER V
HETEOGENEOUS COLLECTIVE FORAGING

In chapter 4, we have validated the adaptation rules designed for a group of simple
robots collective forage for one type of food in a environment. Without a center control,
desired group behavior-division of labor between foraging and resting among robots
is emerged at group level in a self-organized way. As result of this, group foraging
performance is highly optimized. In this chapter, we have extended collective foraging
task to where there is more than one type of food available at food source in foraging
environment. Individual robot is able to forage for any type of food follows the same
states as describe in Figure 3.11. but a robot only can forage one type of food at a time.
This means foraging robots behave differently in the environment according to the type
of food and robot group becomes a heterogeneous group.
The goal of the collective foraging activity keeps the same as in homogeneous case:
acquire net food energy from food source in foraging environment as fast as possible.
But the desired group behavior changed since now there is more than one type of food
available in the foraging environment. The desired group behavior in this system becomes to have an optimal task allocation of foraging robot on different types of food
as well as an optimal division of labor between foraging and resting among robots. As
results of this desired group behavior, collective foraging performance expected to be
highly optimized. We have extended the adaptation rule that individual robot in the
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group now is able to switches its behavior not only between foraging and resting but
also between two types of food.
This chapter is organized as follows: the detail of desired group behavior in a heterogeneous collective foraging problem is presented in Section 5.1. The extended adaptation rules have designed for robots are present in section 5.2. A set of experiments
using computer simulation have been designed, experiments setup is introduced in section 5.3. Results from the experiments and analysis form the data is shown in 5.4.
Summary and conclusions of the design are in section 5.5.

5.1

Task Allocation

When there is more than one type of food available in the environment, collective
foraging performances of a group of robots not only depends on the number of active
foragers but also on the allocation of foraging robots on different type of food. For
example, if there is a rich source of food A and poor source of food B available in the
environment. The desired group behavior in this environment is a task allocation of
more foraging robots on food A and less foraging robots on food B. With desired task
allocation as well as division of labor, group can collectively achieve improved foraging
performance.
In order to have both division of labor and task allocation emerged at the group
level, we first upgraded the mechanism of division of labor from last chapter. Figure
5.1 illustrates the mechanism to achieve the task allocation and division of labor at robot
group level with help of foraging response model. Each robot now has two foraging
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Figure 5.1

Mechanism of Task Allocation and Division of Labor

thresholds, one for each type of food: Th(i, k) (£=1, 2) here / is the robot ID and k is
food type ID. There are also two foraging stimulus (S(k)) which are used to indicate
the availability of each type of food in the food source. Individual robot chooses lowest
foraging threshold to update its current probability of foraging. Weather active foraging or resting at home depends on the foraging probability of the individual robot. For
example, if Th{i, k) is the lower foraging threshold between two types of food available in the environment, then foraging probability of robot i, P(/),will be calculated by
Th(i, k) and S(k) through threshold model. Robot i will foraging more often if P(i) is
higher. Through the difference betwee foraging thresholds in a robot and difference on
foraging probabilities among robots, task allocation on different types and division of
labor between active foraging and resting can be emerged at the group level.
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5.2 Adaptation Rules
Through the process shown in Figure 5.1, task allocation as well as division of labor
can be emerged at group level. A set of adaptation rules were designed to adapt the
foraging threshold of individual robot and the stimulus for two tpyes of food through
the interactions between foraging robots and environment and between foraging robots.
The proposed adaptation rules are explained as follows:

• Interaction Rules: while robot i encounter with robot j in the foraging area,
they interact through exchanging foraging states, the adaptation rules are different depends on weather they are working on the same type of food or not.The
interactions continue while robot i foraging in the area, taskcounter(f) records the
accumulated foraging state information of other foraging robots. At the beginning of each foraging trip, value of taskCounter is reset.

• Adaptation Rule: When robot i gets home. The net energy from foraging trip
can be calculated. Only if the actually net energy from foraging trip is above zero,
it consider as a successful retrieval. Robot i updates foraging threshold Th(i, k)
and foraging task stimulus S(k) according to it's own foraging performance and
value in taskcounter.

Each robot in the group updates Th(i, k) and S(k) according to results from multiple
interactions between foraging robot and type k food and between foraging robots in the
environment.
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Table 5.1

Interaction Rules in Foraging Area

If robot i foraging on the same type

If robot i foraging on different type

food as robot j

food as robot j

If robot j is at Retrieval state Then

If robot j is at Failed State Then

taskcounter(0=taskcounter(0;

taskcounter(i)=taskcounter(i)+1;

If robot j is at Searching state Then

Else taskcounter(/)=taskcounter(/)

taskcounter(0=taskcounter (/)-1;
If robot j is at Failed state Then
taskcounter(7)=taskcounter(/)-2;

Table 5.2

Adaptation Rules

Adaptation Rule for Th(i, k) and S(k)
Foraging threshold: Th(i, k)

If robot i Success Then Th(i, k)=Th(i, k)-A1
If robot i Failed Then Th(i, k)=Th(i, k)+A2
If robot i Success and taskcounter(i)=0
Then: S=S+$i

Foraging stimulus: S(k)

If robot i Failed and taskcounter(/)>0
Then: 5=S-$ 2
If robot i Failed and taskcounter(0<0
Then: S=S-$3
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5.3

Experimental Set-up

Figure 5.2 is a screen shot of computer simulation of a group robots collective foraging in a environment with two types of food. Foods are distinguished by their colors
in the simulation program: red and blue. Foraging robot also display color according
the type of food it foraging at the time. Foraging robots with different colors help user
to visualize the task allocation among foraging robots at group level during the experiments. In order to simplify the problem, most definitions and symbols of variables
Foraging Area
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Screenshot of Heterogeneous Robots Foraging

listed in Table 4.1 remains the same. The variables related to food changes because
there are two types of food in the simulations. We list the variables which have been
changed in Table 5.3. Table 5.4 lists the settings for all the adaptation factors used in the
adaptation rules. We choose these values on a trial and error basis. Generally, a large
change in foraging threshold (Th(i, k)) and foraging stimulus (S(k)) will potentially
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Table 5.3

Variables Changes

Name

Homogeneous

Heteogeneous

-

k

Foraging Threshold

Th(i)

Th(i, k)

Stimulus

S

S(k)

Food Growth

Gnew

Gnew{k)

Number of Active Forager

n

n(k)

Food Type ID

cause oscillation or stabilization problems for the group while a small change could
lead to a slower adaptation process.
Table 5.4

5.4

Selection of Adaptation Factors

Po

AI

A2

$>I

$2

$3

0.5

0.1

0.05

0.01

0.02

0.02

Experiment Results

5.4.1 Robot Groups with Variable Group Sizes Collective Foraging in a Given
Environment
The first set of experiments are design to test group behavior when robot groups collective forage in a given environment with a fixed food density of each type: Gnew (red)=3,
Gnew{blue)=1 and Gnew=Gnew(red)+Gnew(blue)=4. Here Gnew(red) is growth rate of
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red food and Gnew(blue) is growth rate of blue food. Groups with 8, 10 and 12 robots
collective forage using designed adaptation rules in the same environment setting. For
each group size, we run simulations using both control and design group 10 times, and
each experiment last for 250 minutes. The simulation program records the number of
food retrieved, net energy of group accumulated, group duty time and number of active
foragers during the simulation. In the data analysis, we first determine the steady state
of the each foraging process to see if task allocation or division of labor has emerged.
Once steady state is confirmed, we average the 10 runs' data and calculate the group
performance metrics for each experiment.
(i): Steady state of collective foraging process
The average instantaneous number of active foragers for each type of food of 10
runs and best fitting curves are plot in Figure 5.3. From best fitting functions, the
steady state values of foraging robots on each type of food are determined. Since there
are more red food available than blue food in the food source, with the adaptation rule,
robots foraging for red food more likely to reward themselves and foraging more often
on red food. In this environment, the total food growth rate is Gnew=4. There is enough
food for all the robots in the groups active foraging.
We run the robot group with 12 robots in a different environment with Gnew(red)=1.8
and Gnew{blue)=0.6. In this environment Gnew=Gnew(red)+Gnew(blue)=2.4. The ratio
of Gnew(red) to Gnew(blue) is the same as previous experiment, but Gnew is smaller
so there is less food available. In Figure 5.4, we plot and compare the instantaneous
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number of active forager of each type as well as total number of forager of same robot
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same task allocation among foraging robots at the steady state which is more foraging
robots search for red food. However, the division of labor at the steady state is different.
In environment with Gnew= 4 all robots active foraging. In environment with Gnew=2.4,
there are average 8 foraging robots and rest robots staying at home. From this experiment, it shows that both division of labor and task allocation can emerge at group level
when individual robot follows designed adaptation rules,
(ii): Optimal collective foraging performance
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Instantaneous Energy and Time Efficiency of Design and Control Group
Forage in a Given Foraging Environment: Gnew(red)=3, Gnew[blue)=1

With the help of multiple interactions between foraging robots and between robots
and food source in the environment, task allocation of foraging robots on different type
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of food and division of labor between foraging and resting among robots emerge at
group level. Figure 5.5 plots the instantaneous energy efficiency and time efficiency
of both design and control group. After initial transient state, design group always can
achieve a higher energy efficiency and higher time efficiency compare to the control
group. Each experiment lasts for 250 minutes.
Table 5.5 lists the results from calculation of performance metrics for both design
and control group. All performance metrics include energy efficiency, time efficiency
and retrieval efficiency are all been significantly improved compare to results from
control group. This shows the collective behavior emerged in design group is an optimal
group behavior. Retrieval efficiency of design group shows that it acquires more food
energy from food source than control group. The improved net energy of design group
not only comes from division of labor but also from task allocation between two types
of food in foraging robots.
5.4.2 A Robot Group Collective Foraging in Different Environments
We designed a second set of experiments to investigate the effect of designed adaptation rules when the robot group foraging in different environment conditions; here
we fix the population of group to 12 robots but run the experiments in three different food sources: (i) Gnew(red)=3, Gnew(blue)=1; (ii) Gnew(red)=2, Gnew{blue)=2\
and (iii) Gnew(red)=3, Gnew(blue)=1. Total food growth rate in food sources are the
same: Gnew=4, but each food source has different ratio of red food to blue food. Each
experiment runs 10 times and each simulation lasts for 250 minutes.
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Table 5.5

Average Results from 10 Runs of the Heterogeneous Robot Groups with
Different Populations. The Food Density Remains the same During
Each Simulation(G new {red)=3, Gnew(blue)=1)

Group
Size

Retrieval Active Red
Strategies Energy
Time
Efficiency Efficiency Efficiency Robots
(%)
(%)

8

Control

10

3.5

70.8

2.27

5.73

Design

35

11.64

92.3

5

3

Control

11

2.93

81.2

2.34

7.65

Design

30

9.73

90.6

6.66

3.24

Control

2

0.45

89.7

3.3

8.7

Design

11

2.55

97.5

8.39

3.3

10

12

Active Blue
Robots

(i): Steady state of collective foraging process
We plot the average value of instantaneous number of active foragers with the
best fitting curve in Figure 5.6. With the fitting curve function, steady state of foraging process can be determined in each experiment with different environment setting. It shows task allocation emerge in design group. In the environment where
Gnew(red)=Gnew(blue)= 2, there are same amount of red food as blue food, active
foragers split on two type food. But in environment setting where Gnew(red)=1 and
Gnew(blue)=3, the task allocation in design group has about 8.1 foraging robots on the
blue food and 3.2 on the red food.

Ill

Figure 5.6

Instantaneous Number of Active Forager in Different Environments

Even individual robot does know the availability of food in foraging environment,
with multiple interactions between foraging robots and environment as well as interactions between foraging robots, at group level, design group shows flexibility to adapt
when environments changes.
(ii) Group foraging performance at steady state
We plot the instantaneous energy efficiency and time efficiency of both design and
control group in Figure 5.7. In the environment which has Gnew(red)-Gnew(blue)=2,
design group has same energy and time efficiency as the control group. This is becuase
task allocation in design group is same as in control group. In other environment set-
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Instantaneous Energy and Time Efficiency of Design and Control Group
Forage in Different Foraging Environments

tings, after initial transient state, task alloction at group level alway help design group
achieve a higher foraging efficiency compare to control group. Table 5.6 summaries the
results from calculation of performance metrics for both design and control group from
average value of 10 runs. Figure 5.8 plots the average energy efficiency of both design
and control groups in environments with different ratio of red food growth rate to blue
food growth rate. It shows that in different environment settings, the average group
efficiency for the design group is quite stable compared to control group, which implies
the design group with the adaptation mechanism is more robust to the environmental
changes.
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Table 5.6

Average Results from 10 Runs of a Heterogeneous Robot Group with 12
Robots Collective Foraging in Different Environments

Food
Growth Rate

Retrieval
Strategies Energy
Active Red
Time
Efficiency Efficiency Efficiency Robots
(%)
(%)

Gred=3 Control
Gblue =Design
1
Gred=2 Control
Gblue-2Design
Gred= 1Control
Gbiue=3Design
0.14

Active Blue
Robots

2

0.45

89.7

3.3

8.7

11

2.55

97.5

8.39

3.2

12

2.62

98.2

6.31

5.7

12

2.59

98.3

6

6

3

0.68

90.1

8.15

3.85

11

2.46

98

2.62

9.38
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To test if the design group can adapt in a dynamic environment, we now disturb the
environment by introducing a step change of food growth rate from Gnew(red)=3.25,
Gnew(blue)=0.15 to Gnew(red)=0.15, Gnew(blue)=3.25 at t=250 minutes.

A robot

group with 12 robots, using design strategy, is engaged in a collective foraging task.
Each experiment we repeat 10 times and each simulation lasts for 725 minutes, with
other parameters remaining the same as above. We plot the average instantaneous number of active foragers for each type of food in Figure 5.9. As expected, a dynamic

Figure 5.9

The Instantaneous Active Foragers of Design Group with 12 Robots Forage in a Dynamic Changing Environment

change of task allocation among foraging robots in the design group is observed. First,
a stabilized task allocation emerged in design group with more red foraging robots and
less blue foraging robots. When foraging environment changes at t=250 minutes, more
foraging robots start to search for blue food and less foraging robots search for red
food. After some delay, group reaches to a steady state with a desired task allocation
among foraging robots. It shows robot group using the adaptation mechanism is able
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The Instantaneous Active Foragers of Design Group with 12 Robots
Forage in a Dynamic Changing Environment Using Different Strategies

to collectively perceive dynamic changes of food density in the environment and adapt
to the changes.
We designed another experiment with a dynamic environment change. We now disturb the environment by introducing a step change of food growth rate from initial setting of Gnew(red)=Gnew(blue)=1.5 to Gnew(red)=0 and Gnew(blue)=3 at t=200 minutes. It means start from t=200 minutes, environment only grows blue food and no red
food any more. Food growth rate changes again to Gnew(red)= 2.25 and Gnew(blue)=0.15
at t=425 minutes again. The robot group has 12 robots, using use both design and
control strategy, is engaged in the collective foraging task in this changing dynamic
environment. Each experiment we repeat 10 times and each simulation lasts for 832
minutes, with other parameters remaining same as above. We plot the instantaneous
number of active foragers on different type food with time in Figure 5.10. Initially,
there are same amount of red food as blue food available in the environment. There
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is split number of foraging robots forage on two types of food. After environment
changes at t=200 minutes, growth rate of red food changes to zero. There is less and
less red food available. Group perceived this changes though the interactions and has
less robots foraging for red food. After some delay, there are no robots foraging for red
food any more, all foraging robots forage for blue food. When environment changes
again at t=417 minutes, red food start to become available again. Design group perceived the environment changes again, after some delay; some foraging robots start to
forager for red food again. Eventually, design group reaches a steady state with the
desired task allocation.

5.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, we have extended collective foraging task from Chapter 4. A group
of robots collective forage in a food source with two types of food. Foraging robot
can only forage one type of food at one time. The goal of robot group is to acquire
net energy from food source as fast as possible. The desired collective behavior in this
group task is to have optimal division of labor between foraging and resting robots as
well as optimal allocation of foraging robots on two types of food.
A set of adaptation rules have been extended for individual robot to adapt foraging
probability. The individual robot in the group uses only internal cues (from interactions with food source), and social cues (from interactions with other foraging robots)
to adapt foraging probability. A desired group behavior of optimal task allocation of
foraging robots on two types of food and division of labor between foraging and resting
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are emerged at group level. With the adaptation mechanism, the design group demonstrates:

• Highly improved foraging performance compared to the control group
• Emergent dynamic allocation of foraging robots on two types of food
• Emergent dynamic division of labor between foraging and resting
• Robustness to environmental disturbance (in food density)

Furthermore, the group with the adaptation mechanism is able to guide the system
towards energy optimization despite the limited sensing abilities of the individual robots
and the simple behavior rules. The design group also exhibits the capacity to perceive
the environment collectively if we take into account how group adapt to the dynamic
changes in the environments. That is, more foraging robots of certain type indicate a
richer food source of that type. This can only be observed at the overall group level and
cannot be deduced from individual robots.
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CHAPTER VI
CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Swarm robotics provides a new approach to coordinate a large group of simple
robots performing a desired group task. Because each robot in the group only has
local sense and communication ability, collective behavior is emerged at group level
with every robot follows it's own adaptation behavior rule. There is no direct relation
between individual behavior and collective behavior, one of challenges in designing
swarm robotic system is to understand the effect of individual robot behavior on the
collective behavior emerged at group level.
This thesis dedicates the research on design a set of local adaptation rule for a
group of robots on collective foraging activity. The goal of the group is to acquire net
energy from food source in the environment as fast as possible. When there is one type
of food available in the food source, a desired group behavior is an optimal division
between foraging and resting among robots so that optimized foraging performance
can be achieved.
We have developed a sensor-based computer simulation program for multi robots
collective foraging and carried out all the experiments in the simulation program. Behavior based control structure was used to build class module for individual robot. With
simple layered basic behavior, each robot is simple to build but also robust to failures.
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In order to have a division of labor in the robot group, we adapted response threshold
model to determine foraging probability of each robot in the group. Foraging threshold
and stimulus were defined. A robot with a higher foraging probability forages more
often than a robot with a lower foraging probability. With difference of foraging probabilities among robots, division of labor is emerged at group level.
Since the density of food source in the environment is unknown and possible changing, a set of local adaptation rule has designed for each robot to adapt foraging probability in order to achieve optimal division of labor at group level. The adaptation
rule adapts value of foraging threshold and stimulus according to the feedbacks from
multiple interactions between foraging robots and environment and between foraging
robots.
In the validation experiments, several robot groups with different populations collective forage in a given environment first. At group level, the number of robots actively
foraging can reach a dynamic equilibrium at the steady state. That is, a steady division
of labor between active foraging and resting could emerge from the local interactions
in the design group. The experiment results also show that adaptation rules are able to
guide the system towards efficiency optimization.
We have also tested a given robot group with design strategy collective foraging
under different environmental conditions - the different growth rate of the food, and
observed significantly improved group performance each time, compared with the control group without the adaptation mechanism. The average number of active foraging
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robots at steady state in a given group varies in different environmental conditions. It
can be observed that the richer the food source (with higher food growth rate), the more
foraging robots. This implies that the design group has the capacity to collectively perceive the difference of food source in environment. Apparently, it is a new property of
individual robots but a emergent capacity at group level.
A step change in the food growth rate is used to generate a dynamic environment.
With the adaptation rule, through feedbacks from the multiple interactions between foraging robots and environment, design group could result in a new dynamic equilibrium
of division of labor each time, with some time delays. A sudden function loss of some
foraging robots is introduced in the experiment to test the robustness of the group. Design group shows robustness by sending some robots that were previous at home out
for foraging to recovery the loss.
Proposed adaptation strategy S use both social cue and environment cue to adapt
foraging probability. In order to explore how each cue alone affect group behavior,
we design strategy Se and Sr. Strategy Se only adapts foraging probability from the
interactions between foraging robots and food source in the environment. Strategy Sr
only adapts foraging probability through information from the interactions between
foraging robots.
The experiments shows that when robot group using adaptation strategy Se, division
of labor emerged with slower speed compare to using designed strategy S. When robot
group use adaptation strategy Sr, division of labor also emerged but with higher steady
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state error compare to using strategy S. The collective behavior from using strategy Se
depends more on the population of the robot group. The proposed adaptation strategy
S can guide group to an optimal division of labor both faster and with less steady state
error.
After validated the designed adaptation strategy, we extended the adaptation rules
to a heterogeneous robot group collective foraging in an environment with two types of
food in Chapter 5. The desired group behavior for this task is to have an optimized division of labor between foraging and resting as well as optimized allocation of foraging
robots on different type of food.
In first set of experiments, several robot groups with different populations collective
forage in a given environment. The experiment results show that the robot group use
adaptation strategy is able to guide the system towards efficiency optimization through
optimal task allocation and division of labor at group level. The number of robots
actively foraging for each type of food reaches a dynamic equilibrium at steady state.
That is, a dynamic task allocation between different types of food and division between
foraging and resting could emerge from the local multiple interactions between foraging
robot and the environment and between foraging robots.
We also test the design group in different environmental conditions - the different
growth rate of each type of food, and observed significantly improved performance
each time, compared with the control group without the adaptation mechanism. Design
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group has various task allocations and division of labor at steady state according to the
different environment settings.
In a dynamic changing environment, with a step change of food growth rate, adaptation rules could result in a new dynamic equilibrium of task allocation among foraging
robots. Design group demonstrate flexibility by adapting to the changes in the environment.

6.1

Summary of Contributions

This research contributes studies in designing local adaptation rules for a group
of robots. Collective foraging task is chosen for the robot group and the goal is to
achieve optimized energy efficiency. Compared to the related work done by Krieger et
al [43], Labella et al [46] and Wenguo et al [35], the contributions of this study can be
summarized as follows:

• A new set of interaction rule between foraging robots is designed for local communication of a group foraging robot. Together with interactions between foraging robots and environment, group adapts and achieves the desired collective
behavior at faster speed.
• Response threshold function was adapted to regulate the frequency of individual
robot foraging activity. With difference of foraging probabilities among robots,
division of foraging and resting is emerged at robot group level.
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• Collective foraging task was extended to a broader problem which individual
robot could behave differently according different type of food in the foraging
environment. System changes from simple homogeneous system to more complex heterogeneous system. Through interactions between robot and environment
and between foraging robots, division between foraging and resting in robots as
well as task allocation of foraging robots on different type of food is emerged at
the steady state. As the result, foraging performance of the robot group is greatly
improved. Robots that rely on only local sensing and communication exhibit a
capacity to perceive information about the food source collectively. The robot
group also shows flexibility, robustness to the dynamic environmental changes.

6.2 Future Work
This thesis has investigated the interaction and adaptation rules for collective foraging task in swarm robotics. Although collective behavior of optimal division of labor
and task allocation have emerged from multiple interactions between foraging robots
and between foraging robots and environment, some questions remain unanswered and
need further investigation.
Heterogeneous Robot Group
Although we extended collective foraging to a heterogeneous problem which individual robot could behave differently, there are still a lot possible varieties in term
difference on the ability of robot. As collective behavior of task allocation itself, to a
great extend, is because the difference among robots. The future work therefore include
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further investigation of a series of task allocation group behavior according to the task
and robot group.
Parameter Validation
In the validation process in this study, we have tested the model with some selected
value for adaptation factors. We could not test all the possible value of factors. The
future works will therefore include the investigation of an effective selection procedure
for testing parameter samples in order to validate the model extensively.
Mathematical Model
The probabilistic model approach has been use in some study of swarm robotics
to validate the results in the design. Another extension of this study is to develop
a macroscopic probabilistic model for robot group so that the parameter used in the
adaptation rules can be optimized.
Finally, because of the practical difficulties, all the experiments in this thesis are
implemented in computer simulations and not yet tested in real robots environments.
Some issues, for example, robot sensor noise, may arise from the uncertain and noise
from real physical environment. The reliability of the adaptation algorithms can only
be extensively tested in the real robots environment. Thus, a real robot experiment
platform is needed in future work in order to verify both the reliability and results of
the adaptation algorithm.
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